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NUMBER
1

PROJECT / ACTIVITY

TARGETDATE

Reception with Mark Kilduff,
Director VEDP & Senior Staff

Feb-March, 2001

COMMENTS
Networking Reception with Members of Real Estate Community,
Brokers, Developers, FRA Investors & Potential Investors and other

Key Community Leaders.
2

New Trade Show Booth

March, 2001

3

FRA Quarterly Investors
Newsletter

February , 2001

4

Conduct Several Direct Mail
Campaigns Targeting High Tech
Companies

Feb, March, April
May, June 2001

Letter sent to Targeted Corporate Executives of High Tech
Companies and Association Executive to increase interest in the
Region. Return Postcard included.

5

Network at Regional Job Fair

January 22, 2001

Presence in Booth to Monitor Workforce Development Issues and
Promote Region to Northern Virginia High Tech Companies as a place to
expand or relocate to. Selling points include lower costs,
pro-business climate, and abundant highly skilled labor.

6

Series of Radio Spots AD
Campaign

January - June 2001

To be used to market the Region at various shows and functions
to obtain leads and to be used locally to gather information on
workforce development issues.

One Page Front and Back Newsletter promoting Alliance activites to
Investors, Board Members, & Potential FRA Investors.

Targets outbound commuters from the Region to promote region
to their employers as a source of abundant highly skilled labor and
lower costs. Promotes corporate expansion here to High Tech
Companies and Association Executives.
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NUMBER

PROJECT / ACTIVITY

COMMENTS

TARGET DATE

7

AD Campaign in VRE Commuter
Magazine

January-June 2001

Ad with same content as Radio Spot appears at various intervals in
the VRE Weekly Magazine. Magazine placed on the seat for each
VRE commuter.

8

Channel 8 Cable TV

February - May 2001

AD Campaign sponsoring News, Weather, or Business Report
during Community time. Promoting Regional Labor Market and
other advantages of having a Business address in the Region.

9

Tower Club Membership

Membership obtained
December, 2000

Network at various monthly functions with Corporate Executives from
successful Northern Virginia Companies.

Promote Regions lower cost of doing business and abundant highly
skilled labor pool.

10

Golden Egg - High Tech Ad

January, 2001

Advertise Region to High Tech Corporate Executives in a highly
respected publication with "shelf-life" that focuses on Technology.
FRA will utilize information database in Magazine to conduct Target Mailings.

11

Marketing/Networking Reception
Washington D.C. Market

March-May, 2001

Invite Key Members of the Real Estate, Banking, and Development
Community, and members of IDRC and NAIOP to promote advantage
of doing business in the Fredericksburg Region.

12

Marketing/Networking Reception
Baltimore, MD Market

March-June, 2001

Invite Key Members of the Real Estate/Banking, and Development
Community and members of IDRC to promote advantage of doing
business in the Fredericksburg Region.
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PROJECT / ACTIVITY

COMMENTS

TARGET DATE

13

Marketing/Networking Reception
Richmond Market

May-June, 2001

14

Target Korean Business
Community

March - May 2001

Possible Reception for members from the Korean Business Community
to present and promote the Fredericksburg Region.

15

Design Fast Facts Brochure

March - April 2001

Develop brochure to educate business executives in other
markets about this region.

16

Attend Virginia Chamber of
Commerce Networking Events

17

Trade Show with VEDP at the
Society of Automotive Engineers,
Detroit, MI

March 5-8, 2001

Promote Region to Automotive Industry Executives and discuss Industry
Presence already in area. Opportunity to partner with the State Economic
Development Organization.

18

Trade Show with VEDP Hannover World Fair,

April 23-28, 2001

Promote Region to over 800 Companies World Wide in one of the World's
Largest Manufacturing and High Technology Trade Fairs. Partners with

January-December,
2001

IDRC Spring World Congress
Seattle, Washington

Round-table networking event with Corporate Executives throughout Virginia.
Each member has several minutes to stand and be recognized to promote his
business interest.

VEDP and supports their efforts.

Hannover, Germany

19

Invite Key Members of the Real Estate/Banking and Development
Community and member of IDRC to promote advantage of doing business
in Fredericksburg Region.

May 13-16, 2001

Networking Receptions and other Professional meetings with VEDP to promote
Region to Real Estate Executives of the U.S. and World's Largest and Most
Successful Companies.
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NUMBER

PROJECT / ACTIVITY

TARGET DATE
February 12-16, 2001

COMMENTS
Preset appointments made by VEDP with Corporate Executives.
Appointments are researched by VEDP to verify that a Prospect
is plannning to expand or relocate.

20

Metro New York Marketing
Mission

21

Incubators

March-June 2001

Identify standards for the successful operation of a local incubator which
will support new and emerging technologies.

22

Network with Northern Virginia
Technology Council

March-June 2001

Facilitate a discussion with Bobbie Kilberg, President of the Northern
Virginia Technology Council, and the council membership; use their
input to better position the Fredericksburg Region.

23

Center for Innovative Technology
(CIT)

March-May 2001

Reception and Meeting with the President of CIT.

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
Radio/Print Campaign-January, 2001
Sun

7

Mon

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

8
WFLS News

9
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

10

11

12
WFLS
WLS News

13

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

14

Tue

15
HOLIDAY
WFLS News

VRE
Commuter
Weekly
16
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)
VRE
Commuter

News
e
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

17
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

101.5
AM-Drive (1)

18
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

19
WFLS News

20

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

Weekly
21

22
WFLS News

23
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

24
WFLS News
B101.5
B101.5

AM-Drive (1)

VRE

AM-Drive (1)

25
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

26
WFLS News

27

B101.5

AM-Drive (1)

Commuter

Weekly
28

29

30

31

WFLS News

WFLS News

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

WFLS News

Rotates th/ot
AM&PM
Drive times
1 spot/day

B101.5
AM-Drive(1)

IRE

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

SPANGLER ERKERTommuter
AND

ASSOCIATE

Veekly

6 PEACE PIPE LANE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-371-6027 FAX: 540-371-0798

333 BRAEHEAD DRIVE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-373-5094 FAX: 540-899-3901

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance

Radio/Print Campaign-February, 2001
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1

Fri
2
WFLS News

Sat
3

B101.5
AM-Drive (1) B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

4

5
WFLS News

6
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

11

VRE
Commuter
Weekly

12
WFLS News

13
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

18

19

20
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

HOLIDAY
WFLS News

VRE
Commuter

7
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

14
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

21
WFLS News

8
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

15

9
WFLS News

10

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

16
WFLS News

17

23
WFLS News

24

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

22

B101.5
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

AM-Drive (1)

Weekly
25

26
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

27
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

28
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

SPANGLER* ERKERT
AND

WFLS News
Rotates th/ot
AM&PM
Drive times
1 spot/day

ASSOCIATES

6 PEACE PIPE LANE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-371-6027 FAX: 540-371-0798

333 BRAEHEAD DRIVE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-373-5094 FAX: 540-899-3901

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
Radio/Print Campaign-March, 2001
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1

Fri

Sat

2
WFLS News

3

9
WFLS News

10

16
WFLS News

17

23
WFLS News

24

30
WFLS News

31
WFLS News
Rotates th/ot
AM&PM
Drive times

B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

4

5
WFLS News

6
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

B101.5

7
WFLS News
B101.5

AM-Drive (1)

VRE

8
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

AM-Drive (1)

Commuter
Weekly
11

12
WFLS News
B101.5

13
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

AM-Drive (1)

18

19
WFLS News

B101.5

15
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

AM-Drive (1)

20
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

B101.5

AM-Drive (1)

14
WFLS News

21
WFLS News
B101.5

VRE

22
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

AM-Drive (1)

Commuter

Weekly
25

26
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

27
B101.5
AM-Drive(1)

28
WFLS News
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

SPANGLER* ERKERT
AND

29
B101.5
AM-Drive (1)

1spot/day

ASSOCIATES

6 PEACE PIPE LANE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-371-6027 FAX: 540-371-0798

333 BRAEHEAD DRIVE/FREDERICKSBURG. VIRGINIA 22401
540-373-5094 FAX: 540-899-3901

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
Radio/Print Campaign-April 2001
Sun

Mon
2
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Tue
3
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Wed
4
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Thu
5

Fri

Sat

6
WFLS News

7

13
WFLS News

14

B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Commuter
Weekly
8

9
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

15

16
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

22

23
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

10
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

17
B10.5
AM Drive (1)

24
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

11
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

18
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

25
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

12
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

19

20
121
WFLS News

B101.5
AM Drive (1)

26

27
WFLS News

28

B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Commuter
Weekly
29

30
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

SPANGLER* ERKERT
AND

ASSOCIATES

6 PEACE PIPE LANE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-371-6027 FAX: 540-371-0798

333 BRAEHEAD DRIVE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-373-5094 FAX: 540-899-3901

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
Radio/Print Campaign-May 2001
Sun

Mon

Tue
1

Wed
2

Thu

6

7
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

8
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Sat

3

4
WFLS News

5

10

11
WFLS News

12

17

18
WFLS News

19

24

25
WFLS News

26

WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Fri

B101.5
AM Drive (1)

9
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

Commuter
Weekly
13

14
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

20

21
WFLS News
B101.5

15
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

22
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

AM Drive (1)

16
WFLS News
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

23
WFLS News
B101.5

AM Drive (1)
Commuter

Weekly
27

28
WFLS News

29
B101.5
AM Drive (1)

30
WFLS News

B101.5

B101.5

AM Drive (1)

AM Drive (1)

31

SPANGLER* ERKERT
AND

ASSOCIATE|S

6 PEACE PIPE LANE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-371-6027 FAX: 540-371-0798

333 BRAEHEAD DRIVE/FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-373-5094 FAX: 540-899-3901

fra

Fredericksburg
Regional Allianc,

TO:

VIRGINIA'S PROFIT CENTER

From:

Gene Bailey, President

Date:

January 15, 2001

Subject:

Ad Campaign

itofrneCouny

Investors in The Fredericksburg Regional Alliance

Sjotsylvania County

staifford CounI~ty

Attached is a recent edition of Commuter Weekly with a copy on page 5 of
the new ad targeting commuters who travel out of the region each day to their
job. The publication is placed on each seat on the Virginia Railway Express
each Wednesday so that it is readily available to morning commuters. The
Alliance's ad campaign which is designed to bring higher paying jobs to the
citizens of the region also includes radio spots with the same message as
sponsors of news casts during normal commuting hours.
Thank you for your attention to this information and for your continued
support of the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance.

2300 Fall Hill A\.
Suite 270
Fredericksburg, VA

22404

540.361.7373
1.866.876.0971
FAX 540.361.7372
www.fra-yes.orfR

El

IDLwas)ington Post

Wshington

BU1rSINESS
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Tower Lunch
On the Menu: Hobnobbing, Networking and Dealmaking by the Tech Elite
By Mark Leibovich/Page 12

A Bethesda Marketing Firm Comes ofAge I 10

The Top
Place
To Meet
And Eat
Tech Erecuftwes
Go to the Tower Club
To See andBeSeen
By MAAK

LzBovicH

P'nigron Post StafWrter
the Tower Club in Tysons
Comer worried that its main
dining room. the Commonwealth
Room. looked too vast and antiseptic
like a bowling alley with silverware.
So they brought in silk screens
ficus trees and plants potted in Chinese urns and made the omseem
more intimate and clubby.
But Tower Club members complained.
'One woman said. Now Ican'tsee
who's on the other side of the dining
room- recalled.Ardell Fleeson. one
of the dub's two membership directors.
The complaint came at breakfast
by lunchtime the screens were removed. the sightlines restored. and
the by-invitation-only club had retained its status as the most exclusive
"see-and-be-seen- venue among the
region's high-tech highdyer
Sprawled on the top floor of the
17story Tcon Tower--the highest
point in Fairiax County-thenine.
year-Old Tower Club provides a
three-meals-a-ay study in local executive anthropology. In technology
circles. one member jokes. the Tower
Cub's daily mix is the best indicator
of merger and acquisition activity.
With a concentrated membership of technology executivessprinkled with a helping of lawyers,
headhunters, brokers and venture
capitalists-the club has become
the region's unofficial incubator of
technology dealmaking, gossipmongering and glad-handing. Its
growth and stature mirror those of
the burgeoning local technology
sector itself, members said.
Likewise. critics said, its growing cachet embodies the kind of
old-boy, closed-society mind-set the
Washington technology sector
needs to shed.

"

wo years ago, the managers of

The reception area at the Tower Club is on the top floor of the 17-story Tycon Tower, the highest
point in Fairfax County.

"If you say let's meet at the Tower Club, everyone knows
where it is, and it gives the meeting credibility."
-

club membor Kathy Clarx chief executive of tandmark Systems Corp.

Don Dodson. left, and Tower Club member Gary Tabach discuss business over lunch in the Commonwealth Room, "the-see-and-be-seen" room where a dress code prevails.

'Our Anchor Point'

executive of DvnCorp. the Reston-

"Alot of deals are being made by

contrac-

people wearing jeans." said Raul

Established: 1989

based product and services
tor. "If you want to stay ahead of the
competition and get them to assume

Fernandez, 31, chief executive of
P-oxicom Inc..whoprefershispower

heavily composed of the developers
and bankers who prospered during
the Northern Virginia real estate
boom of the 1980s.
But as the real estate market

But some complain anyway.
"As a regional technology n,
work, we need to be more ope
more egalitarian and less grown-uT

Number of members:
1.200
Maximummembership:
1.350
Admission: By

you're doing a deal with some other
company, all you have to do is show
upattheTowerClubwithsomeone
from that company."
Tower Club members tend to be

collapsed at the turn of the decade,
club membership dropped to about
1.000. Rumors circulated that the
club was going out of business.

meals at the nearby Ritz-Caritan at
Tysons Corner. (A Ritz spokesman
said jeans were discouraged, but
grudgingly permitted.)
Others head to nearby Italian

said one thirtysomething Intem
entrepreneur who asked not to i
identifiedbecause manyofhisfrient
and business partners belong to a
club. "'Te Tower Club represen

application only
Price of membership:
S1.500(5750if under
35)

entrnled members of the local
technology scene. Last Tuesday by
12:30 p.m.. the Commonwealth
Room was half-filled with tech execu-

joints, such as Primi Priati and Da
Dominicos. Sam and Harrys and
Morton's steakhouses have followings as welL

none of these things."
Rob McGovern, the 36vear-o
chief executiveof CareerBuilderin.
said many hardcore techies show

AtitsincptioA*in1989.theTower
Club's membership of 1,350 was

Today. membership has swelled

again, to 1.200, with an influx of
technologexecutiv
particularlv

At the Clubhouse

Dues: Up to $139 a

month
Dresscode:Business

those from federal information tech-

attire (jackets required

nology companies, teecomunica.
tions firms and Internet start-ups.

The club's emergence signifies

ives. some who took several minutes

tozigzagamongtablesontheirway
inandout
Like much of Northern Virginia's

"Can you think of any 'power

place' in ISiliconl Valley that has
mandatory sifirt-and-tie policy? Fernandez asks.

in main dining room)

executive class, their ranks were

Fkeeson hears few complaints

Views: Washington eight

demographically homogeneous: of

about the dress code but said the dub

miles to east: mountains

th47 people dining. 46 were white

will relax the rulesifmemberswant

anti-establishment strain. The Tow

Clubdecidedlydoesnt.
"It's a dealmaking kind of pLa
not the kind of place where people

to dicuss the future of Java." sa
McGovern. who belongs to an inf,

maliunderground*'Cigar Club"

"the maturing of our high-tech indutry." said Alan G. Merten. president

IThe

of George Mason University and one
of the region's biggest technology

the District wanted to discuss the

boosters. "People are seeing the val

formation of a regional technology

king-theworkl

views. the main

She calls this the -wedon't-want-to-

ue of broader-basednetworksinstead

in Northern Virginia. it's hard to st

conortnntheymetat theTower

dining room aptly reflets its constit.

impress-you" space, as opposed to

out of the Tower Club. It's wor

of a series of independent entities.-

Club.

uencv. Its 21 tables are spaced at

said Merten. who eats atthe club
twice a week and sits on the Tower
Club advisory board of govemors.

the Commonwealth Room, or "the-

"This has become our anchor
point," said club member Kathy
Ciark. chief executive of Landmark

noting, for example, that McGove

tasteful distances to hinder evesdroing. Staff members dutifully
address each member by name, using

Systems Corp. "If you say let's mxe
at the TowerClub. everyone knows

see-and-he-seen" om,
But as a rule. "we will never relax
the dress code to the level of jeans,"

himself is a member. "I joined
cause I kept getting invited there
people, and I wanted to be able

"Dortor" when appropriate. Everyone must wear a jacket in the main

Fleeson said. Those who are conscious ul the Tower Clubs cachet,

reciprocate," he said.
Fleeson said the Tower Clubh

she said, arewilling to do business in
suits.
"People accept what we are," Fleeson said. -11is is a private club. It's
not like we're a government-funded
opration where people have a right
to complain."

"more of a civic orientation
ofa snob orientatiun."
She is working to draw
entrepreneurs. Inductees
than 35 pay only a $750

The Tower Club. situated halfway
between Dulles International Airport

and Washington and accessible from
suburban Maryland, represents a regional nexus for technology network.
ng.
Late last year, for example, when
leaders of the highech communities
in Northern Virginia Maryland and

25 miles to west

one wasAsian: 43 were male.
to meet in a private coference room.
Dress CodeAdditionally, she said, the atrium

about 20 younger tech excutiw
Each month, they meet at an uni

area--a buffet near the entrance-requires no jackets,only collared shirts

closed hotel and talk tech.
Still, for any high-level high-ted

The Dress Code

where it is, and it gives the meeting
-edibility."
It also can imbue a meeting with
intrigue, which can be an effective
strategic tool, executives said.
'It's a great place to spread misinformation," said Paul Lombardi, chief

With white-clothed tables and

dining room at both lunch and dinner
(breakfast is "business casual"). This
alienates some younger tech entrepreneurs, who complain that the
dress code offends their industry's
dressed-down and freewheeling -ensibilities,

and k
youn
younl.
upfr

A Place

Paul Lombardi
Chiefexecutive, DynCorp

At the Table

Alex Mandi

The Tower Club in Tysons
Corneris the preeminent

Alan G. Merten

hobnobbing venue for

Washingtont high-tech
t

leaders. Its daily attendance,
one member says, is a good
barometerof merger and
acquisitionactivity in the

region. A samplingof
regulars.

Dan R. Bannister
Chairman. DynCorp
EdwardBersoff

The rception area at the Tower Club reflects the club's upscale catchet.

The Top Spot for Technology Networking

BTG

TOWER CLUB. Fmm Pae 13

Clark
Chief executive.

iniation deposit, half of what older
applicants are charged-without a
corporate disount. There also are
monthly dues. which range from.V4
to $139.
To gain entry prospective members must be invited. or"sponsored,"
by an exsting Tower Clubber.Nnnmnees are forwarded to the admissions
committee. an anonymous group des.
ignated by the lubs41-person advisory board. he nominees are usually
accepted-'we're trying to grow the
dub." Fleeson said-and are extended an invitation. Upon receiot of the
invitaton. the nominee has two
weeks to respond. Otherwise, he.and
more occasionally she, cannot be

reconsidered for one vear.
For companies new to the area.

Shieexecutive
f

Five years later, the data warehousing
proects that it will

firm

the dub can provide one-stop shop-

generate $100 million in annual reve-

ping for vital introductions. In 1993.
when MicroStrategy Inc. moved into
its initial offices on the 10th floor of
the Tycon Building, co-founder Sanu
Bansal recalls !hat ic immediately
tried to gain membership upstairs.
I said to Ardeil. Listen. we're a
small company downstairs and we'd
love to join.'" Bansal said.
"She said.'That's great, go away.'
-Men I went back a secnd time.
andshe said.'Go away'again.
'Finally. I asked her a third time,
and she said. Okay.She even waived the initiation fee.
(Fleeson said she has no recollection
of any of these exchanges.)

nue in 1998 and does substantial
business at the dub.
Co-founder and chief executive
Michael J. Saylor altematelyfrequents the atrium--with peers.tenployees anitfriends-and the Commonwealth Room. dadin a suit, with
potential customers.
'We leverage [the proximityl as a
corporate credibility additive," said
Bansal, showing exquisite proficiency in business4peak.
Bansal, 32. isn't bothered by
dearth of young busineseople at
the club. "It's important to meet
people in positions of authority, and
typically, they are not in their thir-

the

Landmark Systems Corp.

Teligent Inc.
President. George Mason

University
Mario Morino
Chairman, Potomac
KnowledgeWay project. the
Morino Institute

George C. Newstrom
Corporate vice president and
group executive. EDS Corp.

Michael J. Saylor
Chiefexecutive.
MicroStrategyInc.
Earl W.Stafford
Universafexyte.
CKathy
Universal Systems and
Technology Inc.
Earle C. Williams

ams

Milton E. Cooper
President. Systems Group.
Computer Sciences Corp.
Tom Hewit
Chiefexecutive.
Federal
e.

formerChairman,
80MInternational
M. Dendy Young
Chiefexecutive.
Government Technology
Services In

ties." He calls Fleeson one of the local
technology community s 'hidden
powers." She is the keeper of the list.
he said. part-time booster and matchmaker. full-time networker and secret keeper. Cleary. she relishes her
roles. Tireless and ubiquitous, she is
an incessant table surfer.
-Someone once told me rm a

yenta for technology." Fleeson said.
She has this fantasy She will be an
old woman attending the region's
annual high-tech awards dinner.
"I want to be called to the podium
with my walker," Fleeson said.-And I
want to get an award for all the
people fve introduced over the
years."

THE TOWER CLUB
8000 Towers Crescent Dr.
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 761-4250
FAX: (703) 761-4244
afieeson@erols.com

PrivateClub
The Tower Club is a private city club offering
its Members camaraderie, fine dining,
private dining rooms, networking opportunies and a variety of member events. In addition
to a view unequaled in the area, Tower Club Members enjoy privileges in over 200
Associate Clubs throughout the world for business and social entertaining. Tower Club
Members also enjoy preferred rates at many fine Affiliate Resorts and Hotels; locally,
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L BACKGROUND

In early March 1999, National Community Development Services, Inc. (NCDS) was
retained by Fredericksburg Regional Alliance (FRA) to conduct a feasibility analysis and
goal assessment to determine the extent of support for an expanded economic
development plan for the Fredericksburg region.

Other goals were to determine the

fundraising potential of the plan and an appropriate implementation structure, presuming
a satisfactory level of overall community support was found.
A proposed economic development prospectus, drafted by FRA and NCDS, with
appropriate input from the Fredericksburg Regional Chamber of Commerce (FRCC) and
Fredericksburg Regional Council (FRC), was introduced to and unanimously approved
by FRA's governing body, the Committee for Economic Growth (CEG), at a meeting on
March 15, 1999. Comments, constructive criticism and input were solicited from those in
attendance. The prospectus included measurable economic development goals, job and
new capital investment goals, action strategies for fulfilling the objectives, and a
preliminary budget. The proposed prospectus is included in the Appendix of this report
as (Exhibit A).

The feasibility analysis was conducted in March and April 1999, during which time
NCDS representatives interviewed 65 carefully selected Fredericksburg region business,
government and civic leaders.

National Community Dewlopment Services, Inc.
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II. FEASIBILITYANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Working closely with the staff and volunteer leadership of FRA, NCDS developed a
target list of interviewees for this analysis. Care was taken to ensure that the demography
of the interviewees represented a balance from the public and private sector of the
Fredericksburg region.

An introductory letter (Exhibit B), from FRA volunteers, Joe Greene, Fred Rankin,
Linden White, and William Beale, was mailed to prospective interviewees requesting
appointments.

Appointments

were

then

scheduled by

Shawna Ellis, FRA's

Administrative Assistant.

Interviews were conducted in a conversational style utilizing a questionnaire (Exhibit C)
prepared by NCDS to guide them. Interviews lasted an average of 50 minutes each. It is
felt that interviewees responded in an open and candid fashion due to NCDS' guarantee
of confidentiality. Their responses as well as unattributed quotes are summarized in this
report. While NCDS representatives did not ask interviews for financial commitments,
they were asked to review a Investment Rang Table (Exhibit D) indicating levels of
financial support that would be required to successfully fund the proposed new program.
Interviewees were then asked to suggest a range of support they might consider should a
campaign be launched. A complete list of those interviewed can be found as (Exhibit E).
The recommendations and conclusions in this report are the result of careful analysis of
the collected data by the study director and senior officers ofNCDS.

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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II. HIGHLIGHTS

1. While most respondents acknowledged rapid retail-oriented growth, most were
unsatisfied with the lack of diversified growth. Furthermore, 94% believe there is a
need for a coordinated public/private regional economic development initiative in the
Fredericksburg region.

2. Respondents clearly voiced support for all components targeting outlined in the
Prospectus.

3. Eighty-five percent of respondents expressed some level of willingness to participate
in a campaign to fund these programs assuming the leading organizations in the
region could work together to develop a coordinated regionaleconomic development
program.

4. Ninety-seven percent agreed that the needs to improve and expand its economic
development efforts on a reionally coordinated basis. General comments agreed that
if the region continued to lack vision and coordinate efforts the quality of life would
suffer significantly. Therefore, a coordinated effort must be assumed.

5. Although a $5 million goal was tested, an overall campaign of approximately $3
million should be feasible provided a public-private partnership can be formed to
support the fund raising effort. The campaign goal should be comprised of public and
private sector support and paid over four years. To achieve this level of funding,
however, recommendations outlined in this report must be implemented.

National Community Development Services.nac.
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IV KEYELEMENTS REVEALED BY THE INTERVIEWS

Opinions about the Regions' Fconomy and Future Growth
Interviewees were asked to characterize the economy of the Fredericksu-- regons.
Ninety-seven percent responded that it is "excellent" or "good," but most qualified their
assessment. Three percent viewed the economy as "fair" or "poor." The overall sense is
that the economy could be termed "excellent" because of the low unemployment rate
(2%), but that the majority of jobs available pay around minimum wage due to the recent
growth of the retail sector.

Eighty-six percent of the interviewees did not feel that the right type" of economc
growth was occurring to maintain or improve the current economy and quality of life in
future years. Further inquiring about what the interviewees thought was the right "type"
of economic growth indicated that the region needs to adopt a targeted approach in its
recruitment efforts in order to create a more diversified economy.

Comments by interviewees clarify these percentages:

"We've hadfar too much urban sprawl, and that's not always good."

*

"Nobody is hurting but growth could be more diverse.

*

"The nation as a whole is in good shape, what we have to stop this huge amount of
commuting to DC that is takingplace. People are reapingthe benefits oflow housing
costs and overall low cost of living, yet they don't spend their dollars here...they
spend it where they work

*

"Growth has occurredfartoo rapidly, and there has been littleplanning. Themess
our roadsystem is in is strong evidence of that."

"

"

*

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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Opinions on Regional Problems and the Attraction of New Jobs and Facilities
Interviewees were also asked to respond to the question of whether or not there are
regional problems not receiving adequate attention at the current time. Eighty-seven
percent responded "yes," while 13 percent responded "no." Most interviewees stated that
they think the region is good at identifying and drawing attention to regional problems,
but at varying degrees. They also felt that identifying and implementing solutions were
critically bipolar.
Typical Comments:

*

"I don't think there are any problems going unnoticed, it's a matter of what is done to
solve them that gets lost in the politics and opinions of the parties involved.

*

"Ithink the lack ofplanning as a region is catching up to us.

When asked if they believe the region needs to continue to attract new jobs and facilities,
92 percent responded "yes," and 8 percent responded "no."
Most respondents
commented that the region needed to first evaluate and plan what it envisions the region
to be before it could attract new jobs and facilities.
Typical Comments:

*

"

"Ithink we need to attract newjobs, but I don't think the region knows what its
identity is...each county has a sense of what its niche is, but the region doesn't know
what its niche is..."
* "The region is in desperateneed of a visible, attractiveandfunctionaloffice
park...like an Insbrook in Richmond. If we had that, then maybe we could attracta
more diversified level ofbusinesses.
*

"We mustfocus our efforts on recruitingthe rightjobs, not necessarily retail.

National Community Development Services, Inca
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Awareness Level of Organizations

Interviewees were asked to rate their awareness level of FRA, FRCC, and FRC as
aware," "moderately aware," or "unfamiliar." The following percentag
res:

FRA
87%

11%

2%

Very Aware

Moderately Aware

Unfamiliar

91%

8%

1%

Very Aware

Moderately Aware

Unfamiliar

67%o

i

2u0O

Very Aware

Moderately Aware

Unfamiliar

FRCC

FR(

Comments revealed that although most were aware of the FRA, a majority commente
that they had not seen any 'fruits of their labor." Some commented that they felt th :

Chamber should take a more active stance in the FRA's activities, and a large portion
interviewees were confused on what FRC's role was, and how FRA and FRC related
one another.

Reaction to Proposed Programs Compionents

Rcespondents were asked to prioritize the various components of the draft prospectus.

Each interviewee was asked to rate the goals and objectives as "Important - Must do."
"Do if $$ Available," or "Low Priority." Respondents were also asked that if the% had a
strong opinion of which organization should implement that particular component

%av')nal(. O~rnidnalvIDeeiopmerti

ervice-sinc.

SECTION I - Business Recruitment
AttractIndustry to Diversify/Strengthen Our Base
Important Must Do

Do if SS Available

85%

12%

*

Low Priority
3%

Majority felt that this was the role of the FRA.

SECTION H - Business Retention and Expansion
Comprehensive RegionalBusiness Retention and Expansion Program
Important Must Do

Do if SS Available

96%

2%

*

Low Priority
2%

Majority felt that this was the role of the FRA.

SECTION III - Workforce Development
Maximize Workforce Potential
Important Must Do

Do if SS Available

89%

8%

*

Low Priority
3%

Majority felt that this was the role of the local educational institutions. Some felt that
the FRCC could be a "clearing-house"for information, and that FRA should be "up
to speed on these efforts."

SECTION IV - Infrastructure
Regional InfrastructureInventoryDevelopment
Important Must Do

Do ifS$ Available

91%

7%

National Community Development Services, Inc.

Low Priority
2%
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*

Most responded that they think the FRA should be a part of this component, but there
was confusion on how RADCO and FRA related.

SECTION V - Regional Cooperative Initiatives
Important Must Do

Do ifSS Available

85%

8%

*

Low Priorit
7%

Although the majority responded that this needed to be done,there

as not a gener:.

conclusion regarding who should spearhead the efforts.
Reaction To The Draft Prospectus Mission and Goals
The program scope and general content were endorsed as "Largely on Target, Needs
Refinement" by a very strong 87 percent. Ten percent felt the program was"Necessary
and Beneficial." Only two and three percent felt the program was of "Low Priority" or
had "No Opinion," respectively.

Typical Comments:

*

:i :3 n :he rigt

zre'czon,bute.4As!anceas

:stuis:a

can

:ake 'onal:he

initiatives
*

"There neeL :o be a ittlemor clarity and etail

but overa!! itis har'IS

t therCei

needs
*

"In orderforthis region to get its act together, we need to have all hscethings a cr
together, but lam not sure the Alliance is equipped to take them on.

Opinions on Oversight and Accountability

Interviewees were asked to give their reaction to the proposed oversight and governanc.
which states that a committee will be comprised, but not limited to, individuals whose
financial investments clearly identifies their commitment to the program's success.
Ninety-six percent agreed with it, 2% disagreed and 2% were unsure. Most indicated that

National Community Development Services,
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there needed to be a strong presence from the public and private sectors in order for the
program to be successful.

Typical Comments:

"The big bucks need to be at the table, but don't leave out the small businesses.
Although my company can't invest a lot, I would still want to be a part of the decision
process."
*

"You are going to need a good balance ofpublic andprivateinvolvement."

*

"You need a strong representationfrom the region...that includes Stafford and
Spotsylvania at the same table. I think that is going to be a challenge."

*

"Money shouldn'tgive you a greatervoice."

Funding Potential
When asked if the private sector should fund economic development efforts, 83% of
respondents answered "yes." With the most typical comment being, "If we don't do it,
who will?" However, when asked if $5 million could be raised for this program over four
years, 76 percent replied "yes" and 12 percent responded "no." Three percent were
doubtful and 9 percent were unsure.

Typical Comments:

"Ifyou can get the rightpeople behind this, it will work"

*

"This region should be able to raise that much. The problem you may run into is the
good 'ol boy network and the layer upon layer ofpolitics.

*

"I'm not sure this region wants to work together...we all talk about it with each
other, but then everyone seems to have his or her own agenda.

*

"Ithink this is a great start, now wejust need to beproactive and get it done."

"

"

*

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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Interviewees were asked to review a list of investment ranges typically needed to
underwrite a $5 million four-year program. It is important to note that NCDS did not ask
for pledges of definite commitments, only estimates of likely ranges of support.
Investment indications ranged from $0 to $850,000 over a four-year period. Those
interviewed whose response were non-committal said that more definite information
would be needed before they could indicate an investment range.
There was one indication of a lead investment of$850,000. There were six indications of
likely six-figure, four-year investments. Numerous indications in the $5,000 - $10,000
ranges were also discovered. Many said that the private sector should be committed and
lead the efforts. The public sector goal is much harder to project, because of the lack of
regional cooperation, but interviewees from the public sector felt that some substantial
($80,000 -$300,000) indications were solid.
Opinions About Economic Development Funds
Interviewees were asked if they felt that public and private economic development funds
spent to date have been a good investment. Eighty-three percent responded "yes," and 17
percent responded "no."

Typical Comments:

*

"Wefeel good about our investment, it's alongterm deal."

*

"By investing in FRA we thought at least we did something. I guess we did it to be a
partofthe community."

*

"Things are starting to payoff now; we are startingto see some results."

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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Opinions about Communication to Financial Supporters
Interviewees were asked if they felt that adequate communication has taken place to keep
financial supporters informed regarding funding, on going activities and achievements.
Ninety percent responded "yes," and 10 percent responded "no."
Typical Comments:

"Communication has gotten better in the pastyear. The two years prior we didn't
hear much.

*

"The FRA materialsare pretty good. They have done some nice brochuresand stuff
but is that really a good use of my investment...Idon'tknow."

"

*

Opinions about Funding Obstacles

Interviewees were asked to identify potential obstacles to the funding of the proposed
program. The following were suggested most often:

*

"...

Politics - too many hidden agendas..."

*

"...

Lack of regional trust..."

*

"...

Lack of vision..."

*

"...

Lack of targeted approach..."

Regional Assets That Promote Economic Growth
Interviewees were asked to identify the regions greatest assets that support and promote
economic development. The following were identified most often:
*

Location - Proximity to Interstate 95, Route 3 and Route 301. Geographical
proximity to Richmond and DC.

*

Good quality of life - low housing costs, city still holds a small town, historic feel.

*

Good place to do business - active, vibrant, growing, money is "turning."

National Community Development Services. Inc.
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V. NCDS RECOMMENDATIONS

Feasible Dollar Goal

A four-year goal in the range of $3 million should be realistic and attainable, provide the
recommendations outlined in this report are implemented. This assessment of funding
potential is based on many factors identified during the interview process and NCDS's
extensive experience in evaluating similar circumstances. However, an official campaign
goal should not be established until the campaign's Evaluation Committee, guided by
NCDS Development Director, completes a careful review of all potential investors.
The campaign goal recommendations are predicated on FRA, the FRCC and the FRC, a)
working together to resolve possible conflicts; and b) refining and adopting a four-year
regional economic development initiative. It should be noted that many indications of
financial support were based on the premise -that the final program would be a
collaborative effort of at least FRA, FRCC, and FRC, receiving input from other groups
such as the Virginia Employment Commission, Mary Washington College and Germanna
Community College.

As the following recommendations are implemented and top campaign leaders are
recruited, NCDS' experience indicates that many key potential investors would be
influenced to increase their indicated levels of support. It will be vital to the overall
success of the campaign that top leaders in the Fredericksburg region be persuaded to
"open their minds and pockets" regarding their financial commitments.

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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Conflict Resolution, Program Refinement, and Leadership/Organization
It is recommended that an individual from each organization's board serve with a
representative from the five localities and five private sector leaders on a thirteenmember task force responsible for conflict resolution, program refinement, assessment
and responsibilities of staff functions, and appropriate organizational structure issues and
resolution.

It is also recommended that the Program Refinement Task Force uses the
proposed draft prospectus and data included in this report as a starting point for its
program

refinement

deliberations.

As the task force

refines

the program,

implementations responsibilities must be agreed upon and a detailed budget adopted. At
the discretion of the task force, other associations and professional groups could be
invited to participate in the appropriate program development sessions.

The Program

Refinement Task Force meetings, facilitated by NCDS executives, should be scheduled
quickly to maintain the momentum and credibility of the effort.
Program Measurables
In order to gain the financial support necessary, specific benchmarks must be established.
They must include performance benchmarks of staff accountability, measurable success,
targeted results and return on investment which should be reviewed on a quarterly and
annual basis.

Fundraising Campaign/Timing

The fundraising campaign should begin immediately. The initial stage of the fund raising
campaign, perhaps 30 days should be dedicated to program refinement work sessions
program refinement coordinated by NCDS executives will be an integral part of the
initial 30 days of the campaign.

National Community Development Serices. Inc.
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Campaign Leadership and Organizational Structure
Upon conclusion of the Program Refinement Task Force meetings, the participating
organizations should schedule a highly visible and widely publicized agreement signing
ceremony. This special media event will send a strong signal to the leaders and residents
of the Fredericksburg region that a major coordinated economic development initiative is
about to be launched. NCDS will coordinate the media event and continue the process of
identification and enlistment of the area's top community leaders for key campaign
positions. Please note that recruitment or leadership solicitation must not occur before
the program revision task force work conclusion.

NCDS recommends that the fund

raising campaign organization be structured as shown on the following page.

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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Co-Chairs
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-
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CONU4=

Client Executives
Division Co-Chairs

EDevelopment

ADVANCE DIVISION
20-30 Prospects
65% of the Campaign Goal

LEADERSHIP DIVISION

Cin hi

CAMPAIGN GENERAL CHAIR

PACESEITER DIVISION

Director

o

SPECIAL DIVISION
500-1500 Prospects

30-50 Prospects

45-70 Prospects

(Unresolved and/or unassigned)
40 Volunteers

25% of the Campaign Goal

10% of the Campaign Goal

3-5%oftheCampaignGoal

Rollout one week after Kickoff

Rollout two week after Kickoff

(3-5 days during)
Final 3 weeks of Campaign

Campaign Leadership

During the interview process, the following business and comrnan:::

e

r

mentioned most often as possible for top-level campaign positions.

Mr. John B. Adams, Jr

M .G.\\ima.Becal

Mr. Thomas L. Bricken

Mr. Fred M. Rankin I

Mr. Larry Silver

Mr. Linden White

Mr. Joseph W. Grzeika

Mr. Regis L. Keddie II

Mr. Charles G. McDaniel

Mrs. Catherine C. Mu,

Mr. William M. Anderson

Mr. Dick Hazel

Mr. William young
Ms. Linda Worrell

Dr. Frank Turnai
Mr. Joe A. Gree

Public Sector Cultivation and Solicitation

Loll!m

LiuL Mhi~u

Li

r"!

uel~o

region mus-Lpiay

major role in program refinement, planning, cultivation and solicitation strategies fortt:
cities and surrounding counties in the Fredericksburg region.

Without the ongoing

support from those entities, public sector support could fade, negatively impacting the
program's success

Program Oversight - Financial Accountability - Continuity of Leadership

Members of the Program Refinement Task Force must take active leadership roles during
the fund raising campaign. At the conclusion of fund raising, a governing body must be
established

to

oversee

program

accountability, and investor relations.

implementation,

funding

allocation,

financial

The make up of this "Oversight Committee" is

critical to maintaining momentum and continuity throughout the four-year program. It is

suggested that one task force member from each participating organization and its
executive officer form the nucleus of the Oversight Committee. Additional committee
members should be added at the discretion of the committee from the new cadre of large
and small program investors. Ideally, members of the Oversight Committee would serve

for the full four years of the program.

National Community Development Services, Inc.
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VI. CONCLUSION

A regional economic development program will garner significant community support
and funding provided organizations such as Fredericksburg Regional Alliance,
Fredericksburg Regional Chamber of Commerce and Fredericksburg Regional Council
work together to refine and publicly support it. The need for a regional economic
development initiative and significant financial support were clearly revealed during the
feasibility process carefully. After refining the program and presenting a unified
economic development structure to the Fredericksburg region public and private sector
leaders, even more enthusiastic support can be anticipated.
Responding quickly and decisively to the information gained from this Feasibility
Analysis is absolutely critical. Both public and private sectors have given their direction
and it is incumbent upon the appropriate organizations to respond accordingly. A lack of
cooperative action would only reinforce the belief by some that the Fredericksburg region
is incapable of moving forward in a unified development initiative.
Through community analysis, assisting with the development of the program and 65
confidential interviews, NCDS has gained significant insight into the Fredericksburg
region and the proposed program. Having assisted numerous communities in similar
positions, NCDS will be pleased to submit a detailed proposal to guide the necessary
program revisions and manage a funding campaign to raise approximately $3 million in
four-year pledges.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with the people of the Fredericksburg region and
look forward to a productive campaign.

National Community Deveopment Services, Inc.
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VII. EXHIBITS

A. Prospectus
B. Pre-Interview Letter
C. Questionnaire
D. Investment Range Table
E. Interviewee List
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Exhibit "A"

Fredericksburg
Regional Action Plan
A Four-Year Public/Private Regional Economic
Development Program for the Fredericksburg Region
By

*The Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
*The Fredericksburg Regional Council
The Fredericksburg Regional Chamber of Commerce
In cooperation with

*The City of Fredericksburg and the Counties of Caroline,
King George, Spotsylvania, Stafford

March 1999

Program Overview
Community and business leaders from the Fredericksburg Region propose a
four-year, comprehensive economic development initiative entitled The
Fredericksburg Regional Action Plan. Designed by 75 community and
business leaders, the program will provide the region with a more
coordinated and proactive economic development initiative specifically
focusing on: Business Recruitment, Business Development - Retention
and Expansion, Workforce Development, Infrastructure and Regional
Cooperative Efforts.

Funding
For the Fredericksburg Regional Action Plan to become a reality, area
leaders from both the public and private sector must be willing to lead the
way in underwriting the costs associated with each program component
Full implementation of the program will require $5 million, payable over a
four-year term. Local organizations can be expected to base their support on
their individual stake in the region, the projected economic benefits to be
derived and the return on investment.

Business Recruitment: Attract Industry to Diversify/Strengthen
Our Base
Recruitment - Recruit targeted new firms to the Fredericksburg region that are
compatible to/and or strengthen existing local industry in order to diversify our
economic base.
-

JoWlnvestment Goaf
* 2,000 primary new jobs in targeted industry over the 4-year program
period.
* $120,000,000 in new capitol investment over the 4-year program
period.
-

Strategy

*

Working with each locality, develop a targeted industry marketing
plan based on existing labor force data, regional training capabilities
and comprehensive inventory of existing regional infrastructure. (i.e.
sites, water, sewer, communications, square footage)

*

Ensure quality job recruitment through average wage rate at 5% above
prevailing wage for the region.

* Market the Fredericksburg Region as a prime location for new industry
through, Marketing, Trade Shows, Direct Mail, Investment Trips,
Research and Promotional Materials.

Estimated Four-Year Budger - S1,000,000

Business Development: Retention and Expansion
Retendon and Fxpansion - Conduct industry retention and expansion visits to
ascertain the concerns common to existing businesses and formulate
solutions/programs to address these concerns.
-

JoWInvestnent Goals
*
*
*

150 annual retention and expansion visits.
500 new jobs through expansion over the 4-year program period.
500 newjobs through retention over the 4-year program period.

-

Strategy

*

Coordinate with local economic development professionals on a
consistent basis to achieve performance benchmarks.

*

Facilitate the creation of and provide ongoing support to programs
needed to retain and/or expand existing business.

*

In conjunction with existing small business assistance and incubator
programs, create, support and augment as necessary, a regional small
business/startup-assistance program.

Estimated Four-Year Budget - 31,300,000

Workforce Development: Training, Educating and Expanding of
Our Workforce
Workforce Development Develop program(s) to educate, train and expand the
current labor force to meet the increasingly demanding needs of the existing
Fredericksburg Region employers as well as anticipated demands from future
growth.
-

Training Goals
*
*

12 customized training programs created/supported annually.
25 - 50 companies assisted annually.

Strategy

-

.

*

Working in conjunction with existing training and education facilities,
coordinate and implement a plan to enhance the skills of the labor
force to meet existing demands - training, cross-training,
apprenticeships, etc.

* Establish and reassess qualitative and quantitative standards to
measure readiness of the labor force to meet existing and future needs.
*

Develop and support programs to expand the existing regional labor
force.

*

Provide funding to augment/leverage existing funding for the creation
and operation of training programs.

Estimated Four-Year Budget - S1,400,000
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IV.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure Development - Develop and maintain a central inventory database
that will identify existing facilities and sites that list important and relevant
resources. As a result of the findings, create a plan that will enhance existing
facilities and sites, and foster development of additional facilities and sites, to
meet the needs of current and future employers.
-

Strateg

*

Conduct a comprehensive infrastructure inventory of existing facilities
and sites indicating the availability of relevant components - square
footage, water, sewer, communications, transportation, etc.

*

Overlay and link regional inventory with each localities
comprehensive plan.

*

Create and/or fund incentive program(s) to reduce development risk
and encourage the private sector to meet the needs of a growing
economy.

*

Facilitate an "economic developers network" to provide rapid
"product" response for existing and future infrastructure needs.

Estimated Four-Year Budget - S850,000

Regional Cooperation Initiatives
Regional Cooperation -Coordinate regional economic development activities.
Explore regional economic development cooperative strategies.

Strue

-

V.

*

Develop a community-wide competitive analysis regarding regional
economic development strengths and weaknesses. Provide funding
and possible solutions to affected parties.

*

Explore the possibility of a Revenue Sharing Plan.

*

Explore the possibility an Infrastructure Sharing Plan.

Estimated FouYear Budge

-

5450,000

I.
H.
II.
IV.
V.

Business Recruitment:
Business Development - Retention and Expansion:
Workforce Development:
Infrastructure:
Regional Cooperation Initiative:

PROJECTED FOUR-YEAR BUDGET GOAL TOTAL:

S1,000,000
S1,300,000
S1,400,000
S 850,000
S 450,000

5,000,00

Oversight and Governance
Oversight and Governance will be vested in a committee, which will evolve more fully
after funds have been committed. The committee will be comprised, but not limited to,
individuals whose financial investment clearly identifies their commitment to the
program's success.
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Date

Fredericksburg
Regional Alliance
VIRGINIAS PROFIT CENTER

Name
Address
City, State Zip
Dear:

City of Fredericksburg

king Ceorge County
spotsvivania County

Stafford County

Da

As you may be aware, the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance is nearing the end of its
3-year funding period. The future of the Alliance and its role as part of the positive
growth of the Fredericksburg Region is a common concern. As we enter into the
next century, it is time to take measurable steps to secure the future of the
Fredericksburg Region and the positive impact it has on the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
We feel that this opportunity merits a region-wide economic development effort.
Before launching such a campaign, we would like to gauge the support and
opinions of key business and community leaders from the region to gain a better
understanding of the concerns and potential obstacles.
To that end, we have retained National Community Development Services, Inc.
(NCDS) of Atlanta to conduct a feasibility analysis that will help usgain

confidential,candidand unbasedlaput. As part of their work, representatives of
NCDS will conduct personal interviews in the weeks ahead with the regions
corporate, civic, and community leaders. NCDS will be seeking information, not
money.

Your input is critical to this process. You will be contacted by Shawna Ellis to set
up a convenient time for a 30-45 minute confidential interview with a NCDS
representative. We would be most appreciative for your assistance and hope you
will make yourself available. I also encourage you to freely and candidly express
your views and ideas.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
P.O. Box 863

TheBowmanCenterJoe A.

Route 2

reene

President, Mid-Atlantic Foam

Linden White
President, L.White & Company

Fred Rankin

G. William (Billy) Beale

MediCorp Health Systems

President & CEO Union Bankshares

Fredericksburg, VA 22404
540.899.4847
1.800.627.2892

FAX540.899.4808
www.frava.or
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1.

How would you characterize the Fredericksburg regions' economy?
Excellent

2.

3.

Good

Fair

Poor

Do you feel that the "right" type of economic growth is occurring to maintain or
improve the current economy and quality of life in future years?
Yes
No
Unsure

Do you see regional problems that are not receiving adequate attention at this
time? (Le. - lack of avail. bldgs., water, sewer)
Yes
No
Comments:

4.

Do you believe the region needs to continue to attract new jobs and facilities and
further diversify the local economy?
Yes
No

5.

In your opinion, what are the regions' greatest assets that support and promote
economic growth?

6.

In your opinion, what are the regions' greatest problems or obstacles that inhibit
economic growth?

7.

What is your awareness level of the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance?
Very Aware
Moderately Aware
Unfamiliar

8.

What is your awareness level of the Fredericksburg Regional Chamber of
Commerce?
Very Aware
Moderately Aware
Unfamiliar

9.

What is your awareness level of the Fredericksburg Regional Council?
Very Aware
_Moderately Aware
Unfamiliar

10.

(Present Prospectus)
SECTION I - Business Development- Recruitment

Attract Industry to Diversify/Strengthen Our Base
Important, Must Do

Do if SS Available

Low Priority

In your opinion, which is the best organization to implement this component of
theplan?
Comments (why)

SECTION II- Business Retention and Expansion
Comprehensive Regional Business Retention and Expansionprogram
Important, Must Do

Do if SS Available

Low Priority

In your opinion, which is the best organizationto implement this component of
theplan?
Comments (why)

SECTION

M- Workforce Development

Maximize Workforce Potential
Importnt, Must Do

Do if SS Available

Low Priority

In your opinion, which is the best organizationto implement this component of
theplan?
Comments (why)

SECTION IV - Infrastructure
RegionalInfrastructureInventoryDevelopment
Important, Must Do

Do if SS Available

Low Priority

In your opinion, which is the best organizationto implement this component of
theplan?
Comments (why)

SECTION V - ReMional Cooerive Initiatives
RegionalCooperationInitiatives
Important, Must Do

Do if SS Available

Low Priority

In your opinion, which is the best organizationto implement this component of
the plan?
Comments (why)

11.

What is your overall assessment of the proposed program?
Necessary and Beneficial
Low Priority

12.

Unnecessary

No Opinion

Review and give your reaction to the proposed Oversight and Govemiance.

Agrees

13.

Largely on Target, Needs Refinement

Unsure

Disagrees

Funding of this initiative willrequire sigficant private sector fnancial support-

Do you feel that the private sector should support these recruitment, retention,
expansion, workforce and community efforts?
Yes
No
Unsure

14.

In your opinion, do you feel thatthe public and private economic development

funds spentto date have been a good investment

Yes

No

Fair

]Unsure
15.

In your opinion, has adequate communication taken place to keep financial
supporters informed regarding funding, on going activities and achievements?

-_ Yes
16.

No

Unsure

The Fredericksburg Regional Action Plan has an anticipated four-year funding
requirement of approximately $5 million. Do you feel that the S5 million can be
raised in this region?
Don't know
Doubtful
No
-_ Yes

If no, what goal could be attained for this project?

17.

(Present Investment Table) Experience shows that the following levels of
investments are necessary to reach a goal ofS5,000,000. What firms do you feel
would give consideration to making these leadership commitments?

18.

At what level might your firm consider making a four-year investment if it is to
your liking and the right people are leading it?
S

Foilow-Ups:
Who would be responsible for making such a decision?
How quickly can your organization make such a decision?

19.

Can you offer any insights or possible obstacles to funding this proposed
program?

20.

In the private sector, whose names come to mind as those who must be out front
and visible to get your attention and ensure the program is a success?

21.

Of these names, who would make the most effective Campaign General Chair?

22.

If asked, would you consider playing a leadership role in such a campaign?
Yes

No

Maybe

Unsure

23.

Are you aware of any competing campaigns (in progress,just completed or
pending) which might effect the level of support this program might receive?
S

24.

Emphasizing again that our discussion is strictly confidential, are there any other
factors that you believe might influence the outcome of the campaign?

THANK YOU
End Time:

Exhibit "D'

Investment Levels
Optimum Investment Levels Necessary to Guarantee
A Campaign Goal of $5 Million

<-

Pledge Amount

No. of Pledges
at this level

Amount
at this level

Cumulative- 4

No. of Pledges

Pledge Total

$750,000

1

$750,000

1

$750,000

$350,000

2

$700,000

3

$1,450,000

$250,000

4

$1,000,000

7

$2,450,000

$100,000

6

$600,000

13

$3,050,000

$50,000

10

$500,000

23

$3,550,000

$25,000

24

$600,000

47

$4,150,000

$15,000

25

$375,000

72

$4,525,000

$10,000

30

$300,000

102

$4,825,000

$5,000

30

$150,000

132

$4,975,000

Under$5,000

?

?

5000001

?

Exhibit "E"

List of Interviewees
Joe A. Greene
Mid-Atlantic Foam

Thomas M. Hogg
Virginia Power

L. Kimball Payne, III

Thomas L. Bricken

Rick Womble
Debbie Saunders

Thomas Bricken & Associates

County of Spotsylvania

Lisa Foeman
Fredericksburg Regional Council

Jill B. Barr
Thomas C. Foley

Charles G. McDaniel

Caroline County

Hilldrup Moving & Storage

Joseph W. Grzeika
Thomas Harris

Catherine C. Musselman
Education Credit Services

King George County
George M. Van Sant
City of Fredericksburg

Dr. William M. Anderson, Jr.
Mary Washington College
Peter Leighton

C. David Hudgins

Birchwood Power Partners

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Myles Stempin
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
G. William Beale
Union Bancshares Corporation
Gene Bailey
C. M. Williams, Jr.
Ferris M. Belman, Sr.
Stafford County
Frank M. Rankin, II
MediCorp Health Systems

Diane Shields
CACI
John Izzo
Robert M. Miller
Geico
Heather Vale
Logicon
William Young
Virginia Heartland Bank
Dick Hazel
Hazel Land Companies, Inc.

Marvin Bollinger

Kathy J. Beard
City of Fredericksburg

Troy Manley
Russell Stovers Candies

Regis L. Keddie, II
Davenport & Company LLC

Cecil E. Viverette, Jr.
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative

Linden White

Dr. Thomas G. Digges, Jr.

L. White & Company

Virginia Seemiconductor, Inc.

List of Interviewees
Rodney Black
GM Powertrain

Donald Newlin
Anderson & Strudwick

Bill Norman
McLane/Mid Atlantic

Dr. Frank Turnage
Germanna Community College

Drewes Rogge
Alliance

Duval Dickinson
Dickinson Equipment

Frank Legg
Sauder Wood Products, Inc.

Frank Phonate
Phonate Auto Dealers

William Young
National Bank of Fredericksburg

Lucy Harmon
PC Goodly & Son, Inc.

Eva W. Pruett
Kaeser Compressors

Raymond Piland
Atlas Pallets/Williamsburg Millworks

Jessica W. Herick
The Journal Press, Inc.

Linda Worrell
Worrell Management Group

James L. Gianakas
Printpack, Inc.

Danny Payne
Payne Trucking

Bill Smith
Joe Rowe
Free Lance Star

Steve Henley
Value City Furniture

Bart D. Mix
Taskforce, Inc.
Larry Silver
Silver Companies
Rebecca Sperlazza
Virginia Employment Commission
Joe Wilson
Permatreat, Inc.
Bill Oeters
Patriot Bank
Kevin Fastabend
First Virginia Bank

John B. Adams, Jr.
Bowman Companies
Bettina Bennett
Capital One
Jim Gibbs
ABC Staffing/ABC Temporaries
Neil Sullivan
Sullivan Properties, Inc.
Sam Harding
Fredericksburg Savings Bank
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DEFINING uSUCCES

FOR THE

PREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE
When the "success" of the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance is evaluated,
it must be done at several different levels. As with any marketing effort, there
are always several goals that nut he addressed to deteribe tetm
e'fective-ess of a prgcrn
1. Create a positive, pro business image of the region.

Of importance in evaluating the benefits of a regional marketirg program is
the element of creating a postve irnage, stong identity, and ultimately the
awareness of the region.
2. Place information Into the hands of corporate and site selection
decision-makers positioning the region as a profit center.

* The completion of the Workforce Study signifies a tremendous success for
the Alliance. It represents the accomplishment of the single most important
research

element as defined by the local

Economic

Development

Professionals. Success for the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance must be
evaluated in terms of the regional benefits created by the development and
distribution of "end products' to market the region. These products, whether
they are magazine advertisements, four-color brochures, or Regional Profiles
which 'sell" the region, are strong measures of success for the Alliance. The
products serve to create an "identity" for the Fredericksburg Region, and this
identity is shared with the rest of the Country.

Increased visibility of our

Region, in and of itself, is a success for the Alliance. Although this success

1
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of sharing our identity cannot be directly quantified, it must be considered as
one of the most important goals of the Alliance and its marketing efforts.

3. Generate leads, identify prospects, obtain project information, and
disseminate project Information to regional localities.
*

Of course, the number of prospects generated and th2endcun

projects is upper-most in the minds of those associated with the effort It is
the goal of our combined efforts to increase the number of inquiries and visits
each year that the Alliance exists. If this increase does not occur, that does
not mean the Alliance has not been successful, There are many external
factors that affect the decisions of executives, factors that cannot be
controlled, no matter what the level of our efforts. Numbers can go up cr
down based on external factors In the economy. In a given month, there
could be fewer inquiries than in the same month of the previous year, but the
smaller number could represent more serhous, 'higher quanty" inquiries.
4. Submit locality project proposals and regional information to prospects.
*

The Alliance combines strong regional information and aggressive project
specific proposals from localties to become a "formidable package' of
comprehensive proposals to submit to prospects.

S. Coordinate prospect visits and facilitatesitelbuilding inspections with

localities.
* The Alliance provides a constant, single source of "confidentiali contact for
prospects, and facilitates useamless" visits to our region. A definite "userfriendly" advantage.
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6. Provide assistance to convince prospects to locate their project in our

region.

Once prospects decide to begin negotiations with one or more of our
localities, the Alliance then supports relocation efforts only as directed by the
prospect or locality.
7. Provide research to meet the needs of the regional marketing effort and
assist locality efforts as requested.
The success of the Fredericksburg Regional Alliance also must be
evaluated on the type of research and the level of assistance provided to the

region and its localities. The direct assistance provided by staff and the
constant improvement of data for our localities will provide many benefits to the
marketing efforts of the region and our localities. Assistance with other technical

projects also creates success for the Alliance in that it increases the capacity of
our localities to compete for prospects.

This on-going level of technical

assistance in and of itself indicates a strong measure of success for the Alliance.

The creation of Information such as the major employer database and the
establishment of the uProcure" database of sites and buildings is another major
success of the Alliance.
S. Create a level of prospect activity In the region that occurs as a result of

the Alliance marketing efforts.
In evaluating the success of the Fredericksburg Regional Allance,

the

"marketing process" as outlined above must be considered. However, a
greater weight must be placed on the results of the marketing effort, that is,
the level of prospect activity that is generated by the efforts of the Alliance.
Because there are a number of agencies involved in the economic
development process, it is critical to evaluate the Alliance only on that activity
3
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that is generated specifically by the Alliance activities, Although this is not
always easy to do, mechanisms must be developed to permit this evaluation.
The success of the Alliance will be basedan the Economic Development
Director meeting a minimum set of standards for prospect activity based on
Alliance activity. The standards are as follows:
a. The Economic Development Director will attend a minimum of three
(3) economic development trade shows orspecific industry-related
conferences per year,
b. The Economic Development Director will participate in a minimum of
two (2) out-of-state marketing events per year with the "Virginia
Team";
c. The Economic Development Director will prepare a minimum of two (2)
"mass mailings' to market the region per year
d. The Economic Development Director will plan and coordinate a
minimum

of two (2) individual/regional out-of-state marketing
"missions'per year,
e. The Economic Development Director will generate a minimum of fortyeight (48) new inquiries about the region per year (in addition to those
generated by the VEDP or other economic development organization
and agencies;
f. The Economic Development DirectorA i'
: t .s
C
r
of six (6) prospects that have been ge-eate- sole y by 'he Aan-ce
marketing effort per year, and
g. The Economic Development Director will provice leadership to create
a positive on-going working relationship between the econcr-:
development professionals and foster a "team" approach to activity.
h. The Economic Development Director will insure that tha
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance is a participant in the activities of the
Virginia Economic Development Partnership and is regarded as being
in good standing by that organization.

4
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These are the minimum standards upon which the success of the
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance and it's staff must be measured, It must be
realized that the Alliance is unable to 'contror the decisions of prospects and
potential prospects, or to "do the deal. However, the true benefits of a
marketing program are the elements of "creating an identity' and awareness of
the region for prospects, providing feedback from prospects to assist in
'positioning' the region to compete for those prospects, and to bring those
"reel"
prospects into the region for visits.
The aggressiveness of the regional marketing effort can be directly
related to the frequency and strength of marketing activities in which the region
participates. The number and quality of trade publication advertisements and
direct mail campaigns are important. The number of "face-to-face" contacts
made through trade shows, marketing missions, meetings, special events will
lead to the establishment of critical relationships and ultimately to the
development of prospects and projects. These continuing activities represent
successes. It is, however, the visit of the Oserious prospect to the region that Is
critical.
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Fredericksburg Area Strategic Plan - Draft

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE FREDERICKSBURG REGION
The Fredericksburg region, consisting of the City of Fredericksburg and the Counties of Caroline
King George, Spotsylvania and Stafford, lies midway between the major urban centers of
Washington, D. C. and Richmond, Virginia. The region is one of the most historic in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. and also one of the State's most dynamic and growing areas. The
region is bisected by Interstate 95 which provides direct access to the major urban centers along
the entire East Coast. In addition, connections with other interstate highways which cross the
entire country increase the locational advantage of our region. The eight (8) Interstate 95
interchanges within the region have created the impetus for major growth pressures. It is this
strategic location and the excellent transportation linkages which are responsible for much of the
development and prosperity of the area. Over the past decade and longer, the Fredericksburg
region has been the fastest growing area in the State of Virginia. This is true for both population
growth and growth in the number of jobs provided in the area. The region has always been
proud of the quality of life it has to offer to new and existing residents. This quality of life also
has had a great affect on the amount of growth in the area.
With this growth and the desire to retain and improve the quality of life in the area, has come the
need for the region to define and address certain issues which relate to the economic
competitiveness, regional desirability and sustainability of the quality of life in the region. One
of the major "strains" on the area is the conversion that is taking place from a rural region to an
urban area.
As a result of the 1990 Census, the Fredericksburg region was the only new area of Virginia to
be designated as an "Urbanized Area". This designation includes the entire City of
Fredericksburg and the developing portions of southern Stafford and northern Spotsylvania
Counties around the City. These are the areas where major commercial and residential
development has occurred over the past decade. The rest of the region retains its rural
designation and its primarily rural character. However, the rural portions of both Stafford and
Spotsylvania Counties are expected to become urban within a twenty year period.
These changes have added to the diversity of the region and have created certain "strains" on the
area. These strains are primarily the same as those of any growth area. Even with these
similarities, strategic planning is necessary to determine the course and direction for our specific
region; planning which emphasizes the specific strengths and is designed to overcome the
specific weaknesses which we can identify.
There are a number of issues facing our region which will need to be addressed in developing a
strategic planning process. This type of process is one that is on-going and one that is inclusive.
A presentation of the issues facing our region is a critical step in the development of a strategic
plan.
In a discussion of existing conditions, strategic planning and creating a "vision" for our region,
there are a number of issues which surface as ones which need to be addressed as we strive to
increase our competitiveness. In this type of discussion, the issues that usually receive the
greatest amount of discussion are: labor force. including both quantity and quality; type of jobs
Page 1
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available in the region; transportation congestion both inside the region and outside; water and
sewer service, including water supply; other infrastructure including telecommunications; quality
of life, including the provision of various services and facilities; historic and scenic attractions in
the region and their enhancement; the natural beauty and natural resources in the area and their
preservation; and housing affordability. Although there are other issues that need to be
addressed, these seem to be the ones which get the greatest attention, and therefore the ones
which need to be addressed in the current process. Individual issues will now be discussed in
order to present areas of concern. This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather, to be used
as a guide for defining the future competitive position of the region.
LABOR FORCE - QUALITY AND QUANTITY

In order to be competitive in today's global economy and the economy of the future, it is
essential that our region be able to offer a "world-class" workforce to business and industry.
Industry of today and tomorrow needs "technicians". Manufacturing is becoming increasingly
technology-oriented. This is not only true for new companies looking at our region, but many of
our existing firms are changing to more technically-oriented processes. Not only will we need
appropriately trained people to fill future jobs. but our existing workforce will need to receive
continuing education. to the extent of needing possible retraining, to be able to meet the demands
of their currentjobs which are changing in scope and orientation. In many situations. blue-collar
workers are needing some of the skills of white-collar workers. Technology is becoming a part
of all work elements and our labor force must meet the needs of our employers, both present and
future.
In line with this changing aspect of employment. there is a need for a "Technology Incubator".
Space is needed for the entrepreneurs in our region to begin activities that will grow into the
business and industry of the future. Along with this space will have to come an appropriate level
of support services for this effort. It will be important for our region to be able to facilitate the
creation of small business and industry and "grow" the businesses of the future. Innovative
avenues of financing for these small business projects will be essential for this effort to succeed.
The size of our available labor force has been an issue for some time. The published figures for
the available labor force in our region has not always allowed us to compete for new business.
since other areas seem to have more available workers. The region's overall unemployment rate
has been extremely low in the past. Rates are lower than those considered to be a full
employment situation. Of course, as shown in other parts of this document, those rates vary
among areas of the region, with Caroline County's unemployment approximately 9% and other
localities with less than 3% unemployment. It is a positive situation when our residents all have
jobs; however, when trying to attract new business to diversify our business and industry mix
and increase our tax base, this situation is not beneficial.
Efforts could center around encouraging the younger and older segments of our population to
enter or re-enter the work force. In addition. efforts must be made to identify the "hidden"
workforce in the region; i.e., those who are under-employed, are not now part of the workforce.
or are commuting to other areas for employment and would take jobs locally if appropriate jobs
were available.
Page 2
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TYPE OF JOBS AVAILABLE

As noted elsewhere, since 1990, our region was the fastest growing region in the State in the
creation of jobs. Many of these jobs are in the retail trade and service sectors. Although these
sectors provide valuable employment opportunities for our residents, especially for those just
entering the workforce, they do not provide the level of income and experience that families in
our region need. Our region needs to "target" those industries that will bring a higher wage
opportunity to the area. These target industries need to match the skill level of our residents and
provide employment opportunities locally. Conversely, our educational and training system
must provide capable workers for those industries we want to target. This effort must coincide
with our training and educational efforts to upgrade the skill levels of our residents.
TRANSPORTATION

Congestion and mobility are major issues in our region and in areas to our north. Within our
region it is becoming increasingly difficult to get from place to place. This, of course. will be
true for any growth area. This situation, however, will become a negative factor for the
continued economic growth of the area. Due, in part, to the increasing congestion on Interstate
95 as we travel northward. some companies are looking to other Interstate corridors for locational
opportunities because of the greater ease of travel for trucks and other vehicles. The twelve year
project to improve the Springfield Interchange and the deteriorating Wilson Bridge will
compound this situation. This. again, will continue to have an increasingly negative impact on
our region's economic competitiveness.
Within our region, the recent advent of public transit has brought some positive changes. Not
only is there the possibility that the Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) system will relieve
some of the congestion in the area, but it will also make iteasier for residents of the region to get
to jobs, especially as the system expands into other localities. Some of our residents will rely on
public transit to travel to work. Some people need the system as a reliable method of travel so
they can retain their jobs.
As our region looks at improving our transportation system, we must expand our choice of
modes for travel and improve the connectivity of our transportation opportunities. Air travel will
become increasingly important to our region as we compete in the global economy. Our
highway network must not only provide access to our regional airports, including the new
Stafford Regional Airport, but also to the major air travel facilities in the Washington and
Richmond areas. High-speed rail travel will be necessary for personal and business travel. This
high-speed system must extend from Richmond to New York and beyond to the north and south.
All such service must have a stopping point in Fredericksburg. Freight and truck traffic must be
facilitated in the Interstate 95 corridor. Ways of combining the use of highway, rail and air
modes must be investigated to create a high degree of mobility that some companies do not now
perceive in our region.
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WATER AND SEWER SERVICE

The ability to provide major businesses with adequate and reliable water and sewer service is of
paramount importance in our efforts to be competitive for economic development opportunities.
All localities in the region provide some level of public water and sewer service. As might be
expected, the level of service available varies from locality to locality. As we look at the
regional economy, it is important to note that some localities have major water sources, while
others only have sources which meet the needs of existing residents and businesses. While some
localities have excess sewer capacity, others have little or no excess and require major
expenditures to meet State guidelines.
At issue is our region's ability to provide a variety of locations for economic development with
adequate and reliable water and sewer service. It will be costly for localities to develop new
services on their own. This high level of water and sewer service can be accomplished at
reasonable cost by the sharing of facilities among localities. Along with this would come the
sharing of certain capital costs of facilities in other localities or the payment of a -premium- for
water or sewer service. In addition, there may be the need to investigate the sharing of revenues
from major investment generated by the existence of these services in locations where they do
not now exist.
OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE

In an economy driven by changing technolog,. it will be necessary for our reiion to be able to
offer improved communications opportunities. High speed and high quality data, video and
audio transmission will be essential. The use of satellite technology will need to be available in
the re2ion, in addition to increased bandwidth for communication.
On a more mundane level. our region lacks the ability to compete for many economic
development opportunities because of a lack of building -inventory". Most areas have sites to
show, but many prospects are looking for available buildings. Our region lacks these available
facilities. This is definitely an impediment to our competitiveness. Opportunities to develop
such resources should be investigated.
QUALITY OF LIFE

One of the greatest positive factors we have in our region is what is known as the "quality of
life". There are a number of services, facilities, and activities that combine to make our region
an excellent place in which to live. This has been one of the reasons for much of our growth.
People want to live here, and enjoy doing so. Compared tQ other areas of the state and nearby
urban centers, our region is a relatively "safe" place in which to live, with an appropriate mix of
activities and opportunities. It is also relatively convenient to other larger areas where additional
activities are available. However, the growth that is occurring does put a strain on various
facilities, such as recreational opportunities.
To improve our competitive position in relation to other areas, we must insure that our quality of
life is maintained and improved as necessary. Various additional recreational and cultural
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opportunities could be investigated to improve those aspects which make our region an excellent
place in which to live.
HISTORIC ATTRACTIONS AND SCENIC BEAUTY

Our region is one of the most historic areas in the entire nation, and includes battlefield and other
event areas which make up the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Military Park. The area
also contains some of the most beautiful scenery and vistas that one can find. This, of course.
relates to the excellent quality of life in the area. However, the issue of preservation of these
assets must be addressed in any discussion of our economic competitiveness.
Much of the current economy of our region is based on the attractions which bring tourists to the
area. These sites and structures are responsible for bringing a great amount of revenue to our
localities. As growth continues, it is essential for steps to be taken to insure that these areas are
preserved, not just for their economic benefit, but also for the cultural and societal benefits that
they have. There must. however, be a balance created between these preservation activities and
the designation and creation of adequate and appropriate sites for continued commercial and
industrial expansion. This is necessary for our region to continue to thrive.
It is important for the Fredericksburg region to become a "destination" for people. Rather than
be a stopping point for tourists and travelers on their way elsewhere, the region needs to develop
certain major facilities to attract people to stay in the area for extended periods of time. This
would be important, not just for the economic impact of such facilities, but also for the possible
cultural and recreational importance for residents of our region.
HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

It is important for a region to offer housing opportunities for all residents, both existing and
future. This is also critical for the attraction and retention of a diverse labor force. If people
cannot afford to live in an area, they will relocate to other areas and provide a labor force for
other employers. It is critical that our region provide ample opportunities for the "established
family" as well as the "new family" and single residents of the area. The region must display a
housing stock that can provide units for highly skilled workers and for the unskilled members of
the labor force. All are critical to the economic competitiveness of our region.
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REGIONAL SCAN
GEOGRAPHY OF THE FREDERICKSBURG AREA

The Fredericksburg area straddles the Fall Line between the Piedmont Plateau and the Coastal
Plain. (Fredericksburg, one of the Fall Line cities at the head of navigable waters, was an active
port in the 18th and 19th centuries.) Altitudes range from 200 to 300 feet above sea level in the
gently rolling Piedmont terrain of the western portions and lower in the Coastal Plain around
King George County. The area's mineral resources include sandstone; the quarry at Aquia
(Stafford County) finished the sandstone for many buildings in Washington, notably the Capitol
and the Treasury building.
Resource conservation is an important issue throughout the region. Due to the impacts of the
Chesapeake Bay Protection Act, the Fredericksburg region has an additional responsibility in
meeting the Federal guidelines of land use. Special emphasis has been placed on development
areas to insure the protection of the Bay and its tributaries has been protected.
CONSERVATION/HISTORICAL AREAS

In addition to its local government parks, the region boasts two state parks. Caledon State Park
on the Potomac River in King George and Lake Anna in Spotsylvania County. Caledon State
Park (2,529 acres) offers nature trails. marshes and the chance to view a rare natural resource-a
thriving Bald Eagle population. Lake Anna State Park, a 2,058-acre park, has approximately 8.5
miles of shoreline. Lake Anna offers excellent fishing as well as boating, water skiing, hiking,
and picnicking.
Historically, the Fredericksburg area is recognized for its role in both the Colonial and Civil War
Period. Many famous American families inhabited the area in colonial times. George
Washington spent his boyhood years at Ferry Farm. the family plantation in Stafford County.
James Madison was born at Port Conway in King George County. James Monroe practiced law
in Fredericksburg.
The Region contains a number of buildings nominated to the State and National Register of
Historic Places, and certain areas have been designated Historic Districts. Many historic
buildings and sites are open daily for tours. The Fredericksburg Historic District is flavored by
the art and craft galleries. specialty shops. and restaurants. The city has many historic sites and
tours available.
The Civil War Period is commemorated by the preservation of four major battlefields:
Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Spotsylvania and the Wilderness administered by the National
Park Service which contain 6,000 acres which may be used for a variety of passive recreational
activities.
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TRANSPORTATION IN THE FREDERICKSBURG REGION

The Fredericksburg Region is centrally located within the urban corridor of the East Coast of the
United States. The Region is equidistant from the Nation's Capitol, Washington, D.C., 53 miles
to the north, and Virginia's Capital, Richmond. 56 miles to the south. The region's principal
highway, Interstate 95, spans the region north-south on its route from Washington to Richmond.
1-95 provides six lane north-south access through the region and carries as many as 100,000
vehicles daily. The interstate's eight (8) regional interchanges provide local access and
connections to 12 other interstate highways.
In addition, a major arterial highway, U.S. 17, parallels the Rappahannock from east to west,
intersecting 1-95 at Fredericksburg. In addition to providing access to1-95 and eventually 1-64.
U.S. 17 connects the region to the Port of Hampton Roads to the south and 1-66 and 1-81 to the
north. Another arterial route. U.S. 301 runs northeast through Caroline and King George Counties
and crosses the Potomac just above Colonial Beach to provide direct access to Maryland and
Baltimore. Rail service in the area follows the 1-95 corridor, and air service is available in
Washington or Richmond. Additionally, Shannon Airport, located in Spotsylvania provides
private service to the region. Current plans are underway to finalize the proposed reliever airport
for Stafford County, located along 1-95. Although the Potomac is navigable on its course past
King George and Stafford counties, there are no significant commercial ports in the region.
NATURAL RESOURCES

The Fredericksburg area is rich in natural resources including major tributaries of the Chesapeake
Bay. The Rappahannock River traverses all 5 localities. The Potomac River borders the region
in the north. The Mattaponi and Pamunkey Rivers in the southern portion of the region feed the
York River, also a major tributary of the Chesapeake Bay. Protection of the Chesapeake Bay's
watershed is a priority in the region.
Because of the high quality of the environment in the region and the great number of recreational
and natural areas that serve not only area residents but in many cases are nationally recognized,
the region has a strong responsibility to protect these natural resources. The following section
discusses the environmental issues in the region as these might have a bearing on economic
development.
WETLANDS

Wetlands are abundant in the region providing many ecological functions of immense value. A
number of conservation and recreation areas are in the Fredericksburg region. There is gre
potential for expanding trails for recreational purposes, especially rail-to-trail conversions
The Fredericksburg area's wetlands are of high priority for protection due to their functions o
protecting water quality and habitat as part of the Chesapeake Bay watershed. Caledon State
Park in King George County supports a wetland area that is included in the "Wetlands of
International Importance Especially as Wildlife Habitat" listing as part of the designated
Chesapeake Bay Wetlands System.
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CONSERVATION AND RECREATION AREAS

There are a wide variety of conservation and recreation areas throughout the greater
Fredericksburg area.
1) National Parks - Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park is located in four of
the localities of the region.
2) State-ManagedAreas - Natural areas owned by the State include Caledon State Park in King
George County and Lake Anna State Park in Spotsylvania County. A wildlife management area
(WMA) managed by the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries named Lands End
Waterfowl Refuge borders the Rappahannock River in King George County.
3) Other NaturalAreas - Several reservoirs and lakes in the region serve a variety of
environmental and recreational functions. They are all managed by their respective localities. In
northern Stafford County within the Quantico Marine Corps Base, there is Lunga Reservoir and
Smith Reservoir. Also within Stafford County lies Abel Reservoir. Motts Run Reservoir. Ni
River Reservoir, Lake Anna. and Ruffins Pond are located in Spotsylvania County. Caroline
County includes Lake Caroline and several ponds.

-

Rivers and streams abound in the region and provide ecological functions and with additional
access could provide more recreational opportunities. Mattaponi River and North Anna River
Pamunkey River in Caroline and Spotsylvania Counties feed the York River. a major tributary of
the Chesapeake Bay. The Rappahannock River runs through Fredericksburg and through all four
counties. the southern jurisdictional line of Stafford and King George Counties and the northern
jurisdictional line of Spotsylvania and Caroline Counties. The Potomac River runs generally
through the northeastern jurisdictional lines of Stafford and King George Counties.
4) Trails - There is potential for trail development and much rail-to-trail conversion in the
region. The following are potential trails for the District suggested for the Statewide Trails
System in the Virginia Outdoors Plan. A Rappahannock trail could be developed in the City of
Fredericksburg and upstream from Fredericksburg adjacent to the river. The abandoned
Dahlgren Junction Railroad spur could be utilized as a trail. The Potomac National Heritage
Trail could be extended to completion in King George County.
In addition to the potential trail corridors described above. there are two new trails being
constructed in the region through the use of ISTEA Enhancement Funds. One of these trails will
be located along a 1.25 mile section portion of the former Central Virginia Railroad right-of-way
in Spotsylvania County. The other is located in Stafford County along the Rappahannock River
in Belmont and Chatham. Another ISTEA Enhancement project that extends the Stafford
County trail to the east and west has been recently approved for funding,
SCENIC DESIGNATIONS

The Commonwealth of Virginia administers programs for designating Scenic Rivers and Scenic
Highways and Virginia Byways. In the District. the following sections of rivers are identified as
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worthy of inclusion in the Virginia Scenic Rivers System: Rappahannock River from Deep Run
to City Dock Run in Fredericksburg, Rapidan River from the Orange-Spotsylvania County line
to the Rappahannock River, and the North Anna River from Lake Anna to the Pamunkey River.
According to the Virginia Outdoors Plan, the Rappahannock River between Fredericksburg and
the King George-Westmoreland County line should be evaluated for inclusion in the Virginia
Scenic Rivers system.
Potential scenic routes for the District. according to the Virginia Outdoors Plan, consist of
Routes 208 and 613 in Spotsylvania County from Fredericksburg to the Orange County line.
through the battlefield area.
WATER QUALITY

Water quality is a critical environmental issue in the District due to Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Areas. According to the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department. the Virginia General
Assembly enacted the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act to protect and restore state waters
through land use. The Act requires each local government to designate Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Areas that include lands which. if improperly developed. would contribute to water
quality degradation of the Bay and its tributaries. The District contains numerous Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Areas where land use will be regulated to decrease the negative impact to water
quality.
Groundwater protection is a significant issue in the District because some localities. such as King
George County, are totally dependent on groundwater for drinking water. Septic tanks which are
improperly maintained are a major source of groundwater quality degradation. Proper
maintenance of septic tanks should be addressed in the District to protect the quality of
groundwater. Protecting aquifer recharge areas, as well, is an issue which should be addressed in
the District.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

Stafford County and the City of Fredericksburg share a landfill as part of the Rappahannock
Regional Solid Waste Authority. Landfills are operating in each of the other counties.
Fredericksburg provides garbage collection services including recyclables collecting.
Subdivisions in counties can contract with a private hauler while rural dwellers dispose of
garbage at their county landfill. Drop-off centers for recycling are located at landfills and at
separate centers. Household hazardous waste and batteries are handled at landfills in the region.
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POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE
POPULATION TRENDS

Between 1970 and 1990, the population of the Fredericksburg region increased from 77,425
people to 170,410 residents. This represents an increase of 92,985 people, or a growth rate of
over 120 percent. The growth rate for the region between 1970 and 1980 was 53.3 percent.
Between 1980 and 1990, although the rate of population increase had dropped to 43.6 percent.
the change was still dramatic. In fact, the region had the fastest rate of growth among all regions
in the Commonwealth of Virginia during the 1980s. This high rate of growth has placed a great
deal of stress on the localities in our area. This stress deals. in large part, with the change from a
"rural" to an "urban" environment.
By far, the greatest amount of recent population growth within the region has occurred in Stafford
County and Spotsylvania County. Between 1980 and 1990. Spotsylvania County. with its 66.7
percent population growth had the fastest population increase of any Virginia county. As shown
below in Table 1, Stafford's rate of increase of 51.3 percent over the same period was the third
highest rate of increase among counties in the State. These are the two most heavily populated
localities in the region with an estimated 1996 population of 74,400 and 83,600, respectively (see
Table 2). Most of the growth in these two counties and the region as a whole has been generated
by the outward expansion of the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area. As a result of commuting
patterns. Stafford County was added to the Washington Metropolitan Area by the 1980 Census,
and Spotsylvania and King George Counties and the City of Fredericksburg were added to the
Metropolitan Area by the 1990 Census. Official State population estimates show that
Fredericksburg remains the fastest growing region in Virginia through 1996.
Table 1, Population: 1970 - 1990

Change. 19701980

Population
Locality

Caroline
King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total
Virginia

1970

13.925
8,039
16,424
24,587
14.450
77,425
4,648,494

1980

1990

17,904
10,543
34.435
40,470
15,322
118,674
5.346,818

19,217
13,527
57,403
61,236
19,027
170,410
6,187,358

Number

3,979
2.504
18.011
15.883
872
41,249
698,324

Percent

28.6%
31.1%
109.7%
64.6%
6.0%
53.3%
15.0%

Change: 19801990
Number

1.313
2.984
22.968
20.766
3.705
51.736
840.540

Percent

7.3%
28.3%
66.7%
51.3%
24.2%
43.6%
15.7%

Source: U.S. Census: 1970,1980,1990
The slowest rates of growth over the twenty year period studied were exhibited by the City of
Fredericksburg and Caroline County. Although lagging behind the other localities, these two
jurisdictions still experienced growth in all years studied. This slower rate of growth was due, in
part, to a sewer moratorium that was in place in the City of Fredericksburg (a situation which has
since been remedied), and the rural nature of Caroline County, with its accompanying lack of
infrastructure and greater distance from Washington.
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Table 2, Population Estimates: 1992 - 1996

Provisional
Locality
Caroline
King George

1992
20,200
14,400

Final Estimates
1993
1994
20.700
20.500
14,700
15,400

Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total

62,500
69,700
20,000
186,800

65,700
72,500
20,600
194,200

69,100
76,100
20.400
201,500

1995
21,000
15,900

Estimate
1996
21,300
16,100

71,600
80,200
20,900
209,600

74,400
83.600
20,800
216,200

Source: Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service, University of Virginia
Table 3 presents the factors which affect population change: i.e.. natural increase. which is the
number of live births compared to the number of deaths. and migration. These characteristics are
shown for the periods 1980 to 1989 and 1990 to 1995. During the 1980s. 76.5% of all growth in
the region was due to migration. This rate dropped slightly between 1990 and 1995 to 70.7%.
The rates for both periods are in sharp contrast to the State of Virginia where just over 50% of all
growth was due to migration. Notice that the contrast between our region and the State is not
only in the magnitude of the figures, but also in the fact that in Virginia, more than half of the
growth during the 1980's was due to natural increase as opposed to migration. In Spotsylvania
County, the State's fastest growing locality in the 1980s. a full 80 percent (80.6 percent) of that
growth was die to net in-migration (22,968 people). This rate dropped slightly in the early
1990s, but still remained high at 75.7%. In Stafford County, almost three-quarters of the
population change (73.9 percent) was due to in-migration during the 1980s. with the rate
increasing to 76.8% between 1990 and 1995. During the 1980s. the vast majority of growth in
Caroline County was due to natural increase. This trend was altered dramatically in the 1990s
where 61.7% of all growth was due to migration. In King George County, approximately 68%
of all growth was due to migration during both periods. Finally, the City of Fredericksburg has
experienced a major change in migration trends over the two periods. During the 1980s. much of
the city's growth was due to migration (73.6%), while between 1990 and 1995, all growth has
been attributed to natural increase and there has been an actual out-migration of 331 persons.
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Table 3, Population Change Factors and Migration Trends: 1980 - 1995
1980 - 1989

Locality
Caroline
King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total
Virginia

1980-89
Births
2.790
1.870
6,779
7.038
2,817
21,294
855,017

Deaths
1,635
922
2,329
2,389
1,838
9,113
441.212

Natural
Increase
1.155
948
4,450
4,649
979
12,181
413.805

Population % Change Due to:
Change
Natural
Migration 1980-90
Increase Migration
158
1.313
88.0%
12.0%
2.036
2,984
31.8%
68.2%
18,518
22,968
19.4%
80.6%
16,117
20,766
22.4%
77.6%
2,726
3,705
26.4%
73.6%
39,555
51,736
23.5%
76.5%
426.735
840.540
49.2%
50.8%

1990 - 1995

Locality
Caroline
King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total
Virginia

1990-95
Births
1,827
1.352
5,596
6.257
3,373
18.405
502.650

Deaths
1.145
609
2.146
1.855
1,169
6.924
300,815

Natural
Increase
682
743
3.450
4.402
2.204
11,481
201.835

Populationj % Change Due to:
Chanue
Natural
Migration 1990-95
Increase Migration
1,101
1.783
38.3%
61.7%
1.630
2.373
31.3%
68.7%
10,747
14,197
24.3%
75.7%
14.562
18.964
23.2%
76.8%
(331)
1,873
117.7%
-17.7%
27.709
39,190
29.3%
70.7%
52.9%
47.1%
428.203
226.368

Source: Virginia Vital Statistics Annual Reports. 1980-1995 (VA Department of Health)
AGE TRENDS

Table 4 shows that, as is the case for the State of Virginia. the median age of the region's
residents has been increasing for the most part between 1970 and 1990. All of the data show an
increase except for the City of Fredericksburg in the decade of the 1980's. In 1990. only the
median age for Caroline County exceeded that of the State as a whole. It was Caroline's
population that experienced the greatest increase in median age, 4 years, between 1980 and 1990.
However. in the twenty year period under study in this report, Stafford County's increase in
median age equaled that of the State of Virginia for the same time period. while all other twenty
year increases were less than the 5.8 year increase exhibited by the State and Stafford County.
The City of Fredericksburg was the only locality to experience a decline in the median age any
time during the study period. This decline of one full year in the median age occurred between
1980 and 1990. The decline from 29.8 years to 28.8 years leaves the City with the "youngest"
population of any locality in the region, and also "younger" than the State's population. This
may be due to increased full-time enrollment at Mary Washington College in the City, and the
fact that many of the City's "new" residents are singles and young couples living "downtown". It
also seems that the more rural the county, the higher the median age.
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Table 4, Median Age: 1970 - 1990
Median Age

Locality

1970

1980

1990

Caroline
King George

25.8
27.2

29.1
29.4

33.1
31.0

Spotsylvania
Stafford

27.3
24.1

27.8
27.9

Fredericksburg

27.1

Virginia

26.8

T1970-80

Percent Change

1980-90

1970-90

3.3
2.2

4.0
1.6

7.3
3.8

30.9
29.9

0.5
3.8

3.1
2.0

3.6
5.8

29.8

28.8

2.7

-1.0

1.7

29.8

32.6

3.0

2.8

5.8

Source: U.S. Census: 1970,1980,1990
When looking at age characteristics of the population, several age groupings are of interest. One
is the number and percentage of elderly. Table 5 on the next page presents complete information
on the number and percentage of people in each age group in each locality for 1970. 1980, and
1990. In the region in 1990, 8.2 percent of the residents were 65 years old or older. This was a
slight increase from the 7.9 percent that was exhibited in 1980. In 1990, the City of
Fredericksburg had the highest percentage of elderly residents among localities in the region.
with 13.6 percent. This was a decline from the 14.7 percent in 1980. and the only locality to
show a declining percentage of elderly in the region. Stafford County had the smallest
percentage of elderly, with 5.9 percent of its population 65 years or older. The greatest
numerical increase in elderly occurred in Spotsylvania County where two-thousand more elderly

resided in 1990 than in 1980.
Another age group worthy of study is the school age population (five to eighteen year olds). The
region had 21.4 percent of its population in this group in 1990. As might be expected
Spotsylvania County had the highest proportion of children in this category with 23.0 percent.
Stafford County was close behind with 22.5 percent of its population in this age group. The City
had the lowest percentage in this group with 14.6 percent in 1990.
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Table 5, Population Age Distribution: 1970 - 1990
Region

King George
%%%
719
8.9%

992

6.9%

7.8%

760

5.0%

1,339

7.5%

832

8.2%

1,264

6.6%

1,431

7.4%

1.143

7,728
10.226
13,582

10.0%
8.6%
8.0%

923
817
960

6.4%
5.3%
5.0%

1,514
1.452
1,401

10.9%
8.1%
7.3%

859
902
1,071

10.7% 1,781
8.6% 3,399
7.9% 4,989

10.8% 2,651
9.9% 3,656
8.7% 5,161

10.8%
9.0%
8.4%

1970
1980
1990

13,912
20.305
22,874

18.0% 2.320
17.1% 2.035
13.4% 1,825

16.1% 2.662
13.3% 3.135
9.6% 2,452

19.1%
17.5%
12.8%

1,452
1,883
1.749

18.1% 3,142
17.9% 6,043
12.9% 8,200

19.1% 4,336
17.5% 7,209
14.3% 8,648

17.6%
17.8%
14.1%

19-24

1970
1980
1990

9,402 12.1% 2.610 18.1% 1.251
12.856 10.8% 2.850 18.6% 1.897
17.067 10.0% 3.918 20.6% 1.639

9.0%
10.6%
8.5%

733
902
1.152

9.1%
8.6%
8.5%

7.9%
8.6%
7.5%

25-34

1970 9.727
1980 20,617
1990 31.254

35-59

1970
1980
1990

20,394 26.3% 3,771 26.1% 3.617
31,751 26.8% 3,597 23.5% 4,785
52,103 30.6% 4,371 23.0% 5.853

26.0% 2,188 27.2% 4,570 27.8% 6,248 25.4%
26.7% 2,987 28.3% 8.852 25.7% 11,530 28.5%
30.5% 4,084 30.2% 18,019 31.4% 19,776 32.3%

60-64

1970
1980
1990

2,907
4.261
5.524

3.8%
3.6%
3.2%

683
757
702

4.7%
4.9%
3.7%

4.0%
4.3%
4.6%

331
429
492

4.1%
4.1%
3.6%

627
1.188
1,808

3.8%
3.4%
3.1%

705
1,112
1,640

2.9%
2.7%
2.7%

6.374
9,389
13,964

8.2%
7.9%
8.2%

1,605
2,245
2,594

11.1% 1.267
14.7% 1.780
13.6% 2.272

9.1%
9.9%
11.8%

697
875
1.262

8.7%
8.3%
9.3%

1,434
2.260
4,209

8.7%
6.6%
7.3%

1,371
2.229
3,627

5.6%
5.5%
5.9%

-

14.450
15,322
19.027

-

16.424
34,435
57,403

-

24.587
40.470
61.236

-

Fredericksburg

Caroline
#
%
1,401 10.1%

9.0%

1980

9.269

1990

14,042

5-9

1970
1980
1990

10-18

over 65 1970
1980
1990
Total

1970 77,425
1980 118.674
1990 170.410

12.6% 1,546 10.7% 1,652
17.4% 2.261 14.8% 2.741
18.3% 3,393 17.8% 3,287

-

561
775
882

13.925
17.904
19.217

Source: U.S. Census: 1970.1980.1990
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11.9% 1.060
15.3% 1.733
17.1% 2,574

- - 8.039
10,543
13,527

Stafford

%]%

9.2%

2.359

9.6%

7.9%

1.510
3,112

9.0%

3.226

8.0%

8.4%

5,050

8.8%

5,154

8.4%

1,291
2.967
4.326

3.517 14.3%
4.240 10.5%
6.032 9.9%

13.2% 2.069 12.6% 3.400 13.8%
16.4% 6.614 19.2% 7,268 18.0%
19.0% 10,802 18.8% 11,19818.3%

-

6,981

Spotsylvania

-

Age
Year
under 5 1970
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RACIAL COMPOSITION

The proportion of minority population in the region has been declining in recent years. The
percentage has declined from 23.2 percent in 1970 to 16.4 percent in 1990. Caroline County,
historically, has had the largest number and proportion of minority residents of all localities in
the region. This proportion, too, has been declining. In 1990, 39.2 percent of Caroline County
residents were in a minority racial group. This is followed by the City of Fredericksburg, with
24.0 percent of its population in a minority racial group.
Table 6, Racial Composition: 1980 - 1990
1980
American

Caroline

King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total

White

Black

Indian

Asian

Other

Total

Number

9.917

7.693

191

Percentage

55.4%

43.0%

1.1%

39
0.2%

64
0.4%

17.904
100.0%

Number

8.044

2.385

13

69

32

10,543

Percentage

76.3%

22.6%

0.1%

0.7%

0.3%

100.0%

Number

29.013

5.082

66

198

76

34.435

Percentage

84.3%

14.8%

0.2%

0.6%

0.2%

100.0%

Number

37,115

2,905

91

208

151

40.470

Percentage

91.7%

7.2%

0.2%

0.5%

0.4%

100.0%

Number

12,089

3,104

30

57

42

15,322

Percentage

78.9%

20.3%

0.2%

0.4%

0.3%

100.0%

Number

96.178

21,169

391

571

365

118.674

Percentage

81.0%

17.8%

0.3%

0.5%

0.3%

100.0%

1990
American

Caroline
King George

Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Regional Total

Number

White
11.686

Black
7.244

Indian
203

Asian
49

Other
35

Total
19.217

Percentage

60.8%

37.7%

1.1%

0.3%

0.2%

100.0%

Number

10.597

2.734

37

119

40

13,527

Percentage

78.3%

20.2%

0.3%

0.9%

0.3%

100.0%

Number

50.220

6.178

197

607

201

57,403

Percentage

87.5%

10.8%

0.3%

1.1%

0.4%

100.0%

Number

55,546

4,304

233

746

407

61.236

Percentage

90.7%

7.0%

0.4%

1.2%

0.7%

100.0%

Number

14.468

4,115

27

205

212

19,027

Percentage

76.0%

21.6%

0.1%

1.1%

1.1%

100.0%

Number

142.517

24.575

697

1,726

895

170.410

83.6%

14.4%

0.4%

1.0%

0.5%

100.0%

Percentage

Source: U.S. Census: 1980 and 1990
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The proportion of minority residents in the City has been growing over the past twenty years, and
is the only locality in our region where this has occurred. This is similar to the trend that has
been exhibited for the entire State over the same period. The proportion of non-white residents
of Virginia has also been increasing, according to the last three censuses. In localities like
Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties, although the number of minority residents has been
growing, the percentage has been declining. This is because the in-migration of white people is
occurring at a faster rate.
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Table 7 on the next page presents the educational attainment level of residents of the region and
each of its localities as of 1990. These figures are important in making determinations about the
quality of the area's work force. In 1990, three-quarters (75.4 percent) of the region's residents
25 years old and older had a minimum ofa high school diploma. One in five (19.5 percent) of
those 25 or older had bachelor's degrees or a higher level of educational attainment. The greatest
proportion of people 25 or older who had a minimum of a high school diploma resided in
Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties and the City of Fredericksburg (80.9, 76.6, and 73.8 percent
respectively). These three localities comprise the "urbanized area" which was designated as a
result of the 1990 Census.
For those with college degrees, the City of Fredericksburg had the highest proportion of
residents, with over one-quarter (26.1 percent) holding such degrees. This was followed by
Stafford County with 21.6 percent and the King George County, with 20.4 percent of its
residents 25 and older holding college degrees. These figures indicate that the region as a whole
has a relatively high degree of educational attainment and a relatively well educated work force.
However, it should be noted that Caroline County did not have the same high degree of
educational attainment in 1990. The percentage of residents with a high school diploma or
bachelors degree was significantly lower than the other local jurisdictions.
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Table 7, Educational Attainment: 1990
Caroline
12.350
2.239

King
George
8.468
963

No diploma
High School Graduate

2,855
4.286

1,317
2.637

5,147
11.765

4.495
11,887

1.638
3,424

15,452
33,999

Some College,
No Degree

1,554

1,411

6,439

7,509

1,584

18,497

396
731

413
1,203

1.916
4,598

2,102
5,451

294
2.005

5,121
13,988

Educational Level
Total Persons
Less than 9th grade
Grade 9 to 12,

Associate Degree
Bachelors Degree

Spotsylvania
34.901
3,012

Stafford
36.273
2,437

Fredericksburg
11.118
1,280

Regional
Total
103.110
9,931

Graduate or

Professional Degree
% High School
Graduate or higher

289

524

2.024

2,392

893

6.122

58.8%

73.1%

76-.6%

80.9%

73.8%

75.4%

% Bachelors Degree
or higher

8.3%

20.4%

19.0%

21.6%

26.1%

19.5%

Source: U.S. Census. 1990
INCOME

Localities with the highest median family incomes for 1990. at S47,526 and $43.596.
respectively, are Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties, the region's two "urbanizing" areas. Both
had median family incomes in 1990 that were higher than that of the State of Virginia as a whole.
which was at $38,213. In the most recent decade, only King George County did not have an
income growth rate that did not exceed the rate of growth of the State's median family income.
The City of Fredericksburg had the highest rate of median family income growth between 1980
and 1990 (133.9 percent) and King George County had the slowest growth rate at 85.2 percent.
Table 8, Median Family Income: 1980 - 1990

Locality
Caroline

King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Virginia

Median
Family
Income
16.414

1980
%Family
Income of
Virginia
82.0%

20,632
20,600
22.927
14,262
20.018

103.1%
102.9%
114.5%
71.2%
100.0%

Source: U.S. Census. 1980 and 1990
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1990
Median
Fimilv
Income
45

38,210
43,596
47,526
33,353
38,213

% Family
Income of
Virginia
84.4%

Percent
Change
1980-1990
96.4%

100.0%
114.1%
124.4%
87.3%
100.0%

85.2%
111.6%
107.3%
133.9%
90.9%
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THE LOCAL ECONOMY
Economic Sectors
Virginia Employment Commission data for covered employment for the quarter ending September
30, 1996. indicates that there were 66,811 jobs in various sectors in the Fredericksburg region. As
shown in Table 9, the largest employment sector in the region was the Trade category with 19,775
employees, followed by Services with 16,740 and then Government with 13,219 employees. The
Services Sector has replaced Government as the second largest employment sector. Although
construction was next, the declining importance of this sector is apparent, with only 4,820 such
jobs in the region. Spotsylvania County provides the region's highest number of manufacturing
jobs at 2.010, and King George County the smallest number of such jobs, with only 295.
Table 9, Average Employment by Industry for Quarter Ending September, 1996
Caroline

King
George

Spotsylvania

Stafford

Fredericksburg

Region

and Fisheries
Mining and

77

149

166

213

506

699

Quarrying

*

*

*

*

*

76

Construction

221

332

1,919

1,681

694

4,820

Manufacturing
Transportation,

528

295

2.010

536

2.173

4,657

Comm.. and

259

291

828

889

472

2.739

1.017

602

7.133

4,895

6.128

19,775

188
516
1.340
4.158

94
2,048
3,819
7,630

460
3.348
1,831
17,724

2,279
3,425
3,325
17,279

1.061
7.404
2.905
20.020

4,082
16.740
13,219
66,811

Industry
Agric.. Forestry

utilities

Trade
Finance. Insurance

and Real Estate
Services
Government
Average

Source: Virginia Employment Commission; Note: * Not Disclosed
The locality offering the largest number of positions is Fredericksburg with 20.020 jobs.
Spotsylvania follows with 17,724, then Stafford with 17,279 jobs. These are the three
"urbanizing" localities in the region. In all three, Trade provides the largest number of jobs. In
both King George and Caroline Counties, Government. by far. provides the greatest number of
positions.
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UNEMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Table 10 displays the annual unemployment rates for each locality in the region, the region as a
whole, and the State of Virginia from 1985 through 1996 as tabulated by the Virginia
Employment Commission. The unemployment rate for the region exceeded that of the State of
Virginia for the first three years of the 1990's. However, over the last several years, the region's
unemployment rate has been below the state average and continues to decline. The only
exception to the overall trend is Caroline County.
Caroline County has had the highest unemployment rate in the region each year since 1985. This
remains the case for the current year. In 1991 and 1992, the rate in Caroline climbed to double
digits, and the rate continues to be above the region's or the State's. In 1992, the City also
experienced double digit unemployment. Only the unemployment rate in Stafford County has
remained consistently at or below the rates for the region and the State. In recent years.
Spotsylvania County has joined this category.
Table 10, Unemployment Rates: 1985 - 1996
Locality
Caroline

1985 i 1986 1987 1988
6.8
6.4
5.0
5.2

1989 1990 1991
5.3
7.0
10.5

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
10. 5
7. 5
6.4
7.5
8.2

King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Region
Virginia

4.4
5.0
3.1
5.2
4.5
5.6

3.6
4.4
2.0
3.7
3.4
3.9

7.6
7.8
5.3
10.3
7.4
6.4

4.0
4.0
2.5
4.7
4.0
5.0

3.8
3.9
2.5
4.2
3.5
4.2

3.6
3.9
2.0
3.5
3.2
3.9

4.6
5.8
3.5
4.5
4.8
4.3

6.5
8.8
5.3
7.3
7.2
5.8

5.3
4.4
3.2
5.4
4.5
5.0

4.3
4.0
3.2
4.6
4.1
4.9

4.2
3.8
3.1
4.1
4.0
4.5

4.0
3.4
2.8
3.9
3.7
4.4

Source: Virginia Employment Commission
The Virginia Employment Commission compiles data on the characteristics of those people who
have filed for unemployment benefits. Data for those who filed for benefits in March 1997 are
shown in Table 11.
Table 11, Characteristics of the Unemployed: March 1997 (Claimants Only)

Locality
Caroline

Claimants
173

Female
Number
Percent
102
59%

Male
Number
Percent
71
41%

Age Groups w/
Greatest Number
Unemployed
35-44

King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford

74
268
196

18
109
94

24%
41%
48%

56
159
102

76%
59%
52%

35-44
35-44
25-34

Fredericksburg
Regional Total

83
794

34
357

41%
45%

49
437

59%
55%

25-34
35-44

Source: Virginia Employment Commission
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For the Fredericksburg region, 794 persons filed claims during the month. The largest number
of claimants (268) were from Spotsylvania County. Stafford was second, with 196 people filing
unemployment claims. In the region and in all localities except Stafford County and
Fredericksburg, the unemployment filers were 35-44 years old. In Stafford County and
Fredericksburg, the age group 25-34 years contained the largest number of unemployed.
Table 12, Unemployment by Industry: March 1997 (Claimants Only)
Locality
Agriculture
Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Public Utilities
Wholesale/
Retail Trade
Finance/Ins./R. Estate
Services
Other
Not Available
Total

Caroline
0
33
22
4

King
George
3
22
2
2

Spotsylvania
5
61
23
14

Stafford
6
40
10
11

Fredericksburg
2
20
3
4

Regional
Total
16
176
60
35

58
3
27
6
20
173

5
0
18
4
18
74

50
14
62
13
26
268

35
10
51
8
25
196

24
3
19
2
6
83

172
30
177
33
95
794

Source: Virginia Employment Commission
LABOR MARKET

The region's labor market is diversified and strong. Certain sectors, however, are in need of
expansion and strengthening. This is especially true of the basic industrial establishments.
Because of the labor market situation in the region, many people are forced to travel long
distances for employment. Commuting in our area has become, for many. a "way of life". Table
13 provides detailed information from the 1990 Census about where the residents of our region
find employment.
In 1990, as indicated in Table 13, of the 87,984 employed members of the work force. 30.645
(34.8 percent) were able to find jobs within the localities in which they lived. The rest traveled
out of their locality of residence for employment. When noting that slightly over 23.000
residents of localities within our region worked outside of their jurisdiction of residence but still
within the region, this leaves just over 34,000 residents of the five jurisdictions in our area who
commuted to jobs outside of the entire region. This commuting occurred. for the most part, to
the Washington D.C.-Northern Virginia area.
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Table 13, Destination of Commuter to Work, Leaving or Entering the Region: 1990

Number of Out-Commuters
From the Planning District
Into
Caroline

From
Scotsvlvania
Hanover
King George
Henrico

Number of In-Commuters
To the Planning District
Number
374
170
113
104

Into
Hanover
Spotsylvania
Henrico
Fredericksburg

Number
1,450
977
646
602

Stafford

77

Richmond

592

Fredericksburg

73

Stafford

306

King William
Essex
Richmond

71
68
66

Washington, D.C.
King George
Fairfax

239
207
171

King & Queen
Chesterfield
Reside Elsewhere
Total In-Commuters

54
38
384
1,592

Number of Out-Commuters
From the Planning District
Into

From

King George

Westnoreland
Sootsvivania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
Charles City, MD
Caroline
Essex
St Mars County3,MD
Richmond County
Fairfax
Prince George County
Reside Elsewhere

Total In-Commuters

Into

From

Spotsvlvania

Stafford
Fredericksburg
Caroline
King George
Orange
Prince William
Culpeper
Louisa
Westmoreland
Fairfax
Henrico
Reside Elsewhere

Prince William
Arlington
Work Elsewhere
Total In-Commuters

147
96
503
5.936

Number of In-Commuters
To the Planning District
Number

1,249
1,068
942
530
235
207
97
92
86
55
51
376
4,988

Number of Out-Commuters
From the Planning District

Total In-Commuters

From
Caroline

From

Into

King George

Stafford
Spotsvlvania
Fredericksburg
Charles City, MD
Washington. D.C.
Prince William
Fairfax
Caroline
Arlington
Prince George, MD
Westmoreland
Work Elsewhere

Total In-Commuters

Number

604
423
403
237
164
127
119
113
91
74
50
268
2,673

Number of In-Commuters
To the Planning District
Number

From

Into

2,211
2,011
977
423
411
230
153
138
93
85
82
535

Spotsvlvania

Fredericksburg
Stafford
Fairfax
Prince William
Washington. D.C.
King George
Arlington
Alexandria
Caroline
Lousia
Orange
Work Elsewhere

7,349

Total In-Commuters
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Number

4,920
3,094
2,350
1,808
1,409
1,068
779
436
374
307
290
1.742
18,577
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Table 13, Destination of Commuter to Work, Leaving or Entering the Region: 1990
(continued)

Number of Out-Commuters

Number of In-Commuters

From the Planning District

To the Planning District

Into
Stafford

From
Spotsylvania
Fredericksburg
Prince William
King George
Carolina
Orange
Fairfax
Culpeper
Westmoreland
Manassas
Fredericksburg
Reside Elsewhere

Total In-Commuters

Number
3,094
1,177
835
604
306
211
185
123
85
71
68
532
7,291

Number of Out-Commuters
From the Planning District
Into
Fredericksburg

Into
Prince William
Fairfax
Fredericksburg
Washington, DC
Spotsylvania
Arlington
Alexandria
King George
Manassas
Prince George, MD
Montgomery, MD
Work Elsewhere

Total In-Commuters

Number
6,281
4,841
2,996
2,408
2,211
1,700
1,088
942
229
188
171
1,353
24,408

Number of In-Commuters
To the Planning District

From
Spotsvlvania
Stafford
Caroline
King George
Orange
Westmoreland
Louis
Prince William
Fairfax
Henrico
Richmond
Reside Elsewhere

Total In-Commuters

People Who Live and
Work in Locality
Caroline
King George
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Fredericksburg
RADCO

From
Stafford

3,064
4,261
10,900
8,526
3,894
30,645

Number
4,920
2,996
602
403
334
141
129
109
83
67
60
654
10,498

From
Fredericksburg

Total In-Commuters

Total Commuting Out
of Locality for Work
5,936
2,673
18,577
24,408
5,745
57,339

Source: U.S. Census. 1990
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Into
Spotsvboania
Stafford
PrinceWilliam
King George
Fairfax
Washington, DC
Arlington
Alexandria
Caroline
Orange
Facquier
Work Elsewhere

Total Traveling To
Locality for Work
1,592
4,988
7,347
7,291
10,498
31,716

Number
2,011
1,177
568
530
367
278
166
90
73
65
56
364
5,745

Net

(4,344
2,315
(11,230
(17,117
4,753
(25,623
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The Richmond region was the work destination for a number of our area's residents, especially
those who live in Caroline County.
As in any region, residents not only commute to other localities for work, but residents of other
regions commute into our area for employment. People commute to the Fredericksburg region
from all directions. Table 13 on the previous two pages shows that only King George County.
with its Naval Surface Warfare Center at Dahlgren, and the City of Fredericksburg, with several
large employers such as Mary Washington Hospital and Mary Washington College, had more
people entering their localities than leaving for other places to seek employment. The three
remaining counties each had net out-commuting, with Stafford County having the largest net outcommuting in the region. The region as a whole showed a large amount of net out-commuting
for 1990.
Average weekly wages for the quarter ending September 30, 1996 for the region and each
locality within the region for various industry categories are shown below in Table 14. Average
weekly wages for that quarter were $428. The highest wages in the region were paid in the
Mining and Quarrying Sector at S726 per week, although this figure is not indicative of the level
of wages in the area since so few people are employed in this sector. Transportation.
Communications and Utilities sector. at $560 per week makes up the next highest wage level and
begins to represent a significant level of employment in the region. The next highest wages were
paid in the manufacturing sector at $512 per week, followed by the government category at $512
per week. The lowest wages in the region were paid in the sectors of Agriculture. Forestry and
Fisheries ($295 per week) and Trade ($309 per week).
Table 14, Average Weekly Wage Per Employee for Quarter Ending September, 1996
Stafford

Fredericksburg

Region

260

262

312

295

*

*

*

*

726

385
435

455
463

447
642

457
518

480
497

453
553

633

428

528

585

613

560

250

310

312-

343

287

309

and Real Estate
Services
Government

393
259
407

362
710
585

455
359
488

444
345
476

596
433
519

481
429
512

Average

364

574

405

411

419

428

Industry
Agric.. Forestry

and Fisheries
Mining and

Quarrying
Construction
Manufacturing

Caroline

Kinu
George

Spotsylvania

281

379

*

Transportation,

Comm.. and
utilities

Trade
FinanceInsurance

Source: Virginia Employment Commission
Note: * Not Disclosed
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Within the region's localities, the highest wages were paid to service workers in King George
County. This is, no doubt, due to the existence of highly technical employment that exists at the
Dahlgren Naval installation in the County. Wages in other sectors vary from locality to locality
and sector to sector.
Vocational and academic training beyond the high school level is provided to residents of the
region through the State's Community College system, and through local initiatives that utilize
local vocational centers and programs. Germanna Community College, with a campus in Orange
County, provides educational opportunities to those who want to pursue careers in vocational
fields and other academic endeavors. Germanna has also opened a new campus in Spotsylvania
County, just south of Fredericksburg near the intersection of Route 1 and Route 17 bypass. This
will provide greater accessibility for residents of the region who wish to pursue vocational and
educational opportunities. In addition, Mary Washington College's new satellite campus will be
located in southern Stafford County. The Rappahannock Community College in Warsaw,
Virginia serves a portion of the region, specifically King George County and the eastern portion
of Caroline County. Strayer College, with a location in Spotsylvania. provides advanced training
in a number of fields. The senior high schools of each of our localities provide vocational
education opportunities in departments within the school system. In Spotsylvania County. a
separate facility exists for vocational training, and the State of Virginia has designated this
facility as a training center.
ToURISIM¶

The tourism indtistry in the Fredericksburg region has been growing in importance, and has
become one of the area's largest industries. This is also true for the State of Virginia.
Fredericksburg and the surrounding area is conveniently located a short distance from many
major population centers. The region contains many historic sites and structures: thirty-three are
included on the National Register of Historic Landmarks. The central area of Fredericksburg is
the hub of a nationally recognized mecca of historical attractions. A FredericksburgSpotsylvania National Military Park and various other attractions in the City create the focal
points for tourism in the region. Surveys conducted by RADCO indicate that people request
information about the attractions in the Fredericksburg area frequently and on a regular basis.
Many special events attract tourists to the region from all over the world.
Spotsylvania County has created a Department of Tourism with a full-time director and staff. to
promote tourism in the County and assist in regional efforts to expand the economy of the area
through tourism. In addition. the region has been working with the Northern Neck area, and
through receipt of a $250,000 grant from the Virginia legislature, has constructed a permanent
travel and welcome center on Route 301 at the Potomac River Bridge in King George County.
The facility is open daily and is operated by King George County. This project has improved the
economic importance of the tourism industry due to the fact that information is dispensed about
the Fredericksburg region and its attractions. This, of course, has secondary impacts on the
regional economy as people. after visiting attractions, consume food, occupy motel rooms and
shop in the region. Private investment will also be increased as people become more aware of
the importance of investing in improving opportunities in the tourism industry.
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RECENT TRENDS IN THE ECONOMY

Growth and expansion of the region's economy has been mixed in the recent past. While new
companies, both commercial, service and industrial have selected the Fredericksburg region for
their location, several businesses and industries have had cut-backs or have ceased operations.
The largest addition to the Region's employment base, GEICO Insurance Companies, with
headquarters in Maryland, has located a regional sales, service and claims center in the region.
The company employees over 1,400 people. A 350,000 square foot, five story facility has been
constructed. Their facility is located on Route 17 in Stafford County, several miles west of the I95 interchange. Capital One. a credit card servicing installation employing approximately 400
people is also located in Stafford County.
Several commercial (retail) shopping centers have been constructed or have received major
renovation work. A major shopping area called Central Park is in the process of being
developed. This shopping area will cover a major portion of several square miles of land annexed
by the City of Fredericksburg in 1984. The area will contain some of the largest commercial
facilities on the East Coast. Also in Fredericksburg, the Fredericksburg Shopping Center has
received major renovation and has improved the viability of businesses in the area. Major
commercial developments have also occurred in Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties. Another
small shopping center has been constructed in Caroline County just outside the Town of Bowling
Green. These efforts have increased employment opportunities for some of the unskilled
residents of the region. Industrial expansion has included Walter Grinders, Inc. of Spotsylvania
County. This foreign-based company employs highly technically trained personnel.
Activities in the "downtown" section of the City of Fredericksburg have been "mixed". While
some new stores have opened in the past. some existing stores have closed. However, a change
in the mix and names of occupants is not uncommon. The central area of the City remains a
viable and consistently strong economic force for the City.
ECONOMIC TIES

The Fredericksburg region is geographically situated between the Washington, D.C. area and the
Richmond region. as well as between the Hampton Roads port area and the Interstate 81 corridor.
Conveniently, transportation links exist between the regions noted and the Fredericksburg area.
North-South corridors such as Interstate 95, which bisects the region, and the Route I corridor.
provide excellent connections to markets and raw materials along the entire East Coast.
Connections with other interstate routes expand the opportunities for businesses and industries in
our area. Access to the ports at Hampton Roads via Interstate 64 in Richmond, and Route 17 from
Fredericksburg provide excellent opportunities for companies in our area to "broaden their
horizons".
FINANCIAL RESOURCES

The ability to raise money for local development projects through increased indebtedness varies
greatly by locality. The 1993 figures for indebtedness per capita are as follows, in descending
order: City of Fredericksburg ($2.046.62), Spotsylvania County ($1,950.40), Stafford County
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($1,878.20), Caroline County ($934.84), King George County ($602.42). A number of localities
-

have bond ratings: Spotsylvania County - (Al) Moody's, (A+) Standard and Poor's, Stafford
(Al) Moody's, (A+) Standard and Poor's, City of Fredericksburg - (Al) Moody's, (Aa-) Standard
and Poor's.
In combination with the Composite Fiscal Stress Index for 1990-91, the indebtedness indicates
probable ability to increase a locality's debt further. That composite fiscal stress index (from the
Report on the ComparativeRevenue Capacity, Revenue Effort, and FiscalStress of Virginia's
Counties and Cities, Commission on Local Government. June 1993) shows that the City of
Fredericksburg registered above average stress. Caroline and King George Counties had below
average stress. Spotsylvania County and Stafford County had a low fiscal stress index.
TAXABLESALES

For 1996, there were 4.291 dealers of various types in the region. These dealers and their
establishments generated a total of $1,538.157.830 in taxable sales over the year from our area.
The largest generator of taxable sales in the region was the "Food" category. The 752
establishments in this category was the highest among those categories which were specifically
classified (the Miscellaneous and Unidentifiable Category actually had more establishments
noted, but did not have more taxable sales). Over one-third of all taxable sales comes from the
food category ($521,368.963). It is the largest identified source of taxable sales in each locality
in the region.
The County of Spotsylvania has the largest number of dealers among localities in the region.

with 1.316. This is followed closely by the City with 1,177 and Stafford County with 1,163.
Spotsylvania, however, has, by far, the highest amount of taxable sales among the five localities
in the region. It should be noted that Spotsylvania County has the only enclosed regional mall in
the area with many accessory structures and businesses. Fredericksburg, of course. is the central
city of the region and has a strong "downtown" with a number of small businesses. This would
explain the reason for the large number of dealers. but with taxable sales that lag behind that of
the Spotsylvania County.
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Table 15, Number of Registered Dealers and Total Taxable Sales: 1996
Caroline
KingGeorge
Spotsylvania
Taxable
Taxable
Taxable
Category
Dealers
Sales
Dealers
Sales
Dealers
Sales
Apparel
3
134.249
0
0
71
76.097.950
Automotive
48
4,564,175
38
6,513,979
134
38,128,130
Food
78
26,935,134
51
14,065,368
225
204,816,990
Furniture
6
447,544
15
1,318,659
95
44,283.386
General Merchandise
26
4.448.159
15
978,271
71
110.159,027
Lumber
13
3,239,444
4
1,343,792
51
56,462,617
Fuel
4
3,984.877
0
0
7
2,360,725
Machinery
14
1,813.323
11
408.443
76
14.665,813
Hotels and Motels
8
2,149,270
6
817,646
21
10,979,203
Misc. and Unidentifiable
161
17,635.439
134
21.258,279
565
84,184,127
Total
3611
65.351.614
274
46.704,437
1316
642.137,968
Stafford

Category
Dealers
Apparel
27
Automotive
115
Food
214
Furniture
75
General Merchandise
76
Lumber
51
Fuel
5
Machinery
55
Hotels and Motels
16
Misc. and Unidentifiable
529
Total
1.163

Fredericksburg

Taxable
Sales
Dealers
36.319.457
53
20,237.005
66
173,089.315
184
5.429,745
51
20,047,410
59
40,189.640
44
1,973.876
5
14,783.119
46
8,763.500
19
39.335.185
650
360.168.252
1.177

Taxable
Sales
Dealers
21.346,270
154
22.056.924
401
102,462,156
752
16,990,061
242
26,610.468
247
102,277,973
163
713,149
21
14,776,120
202
12.947,257
70
103.615,181
2.039
423.795,559 4.291

Region

Taxable
Sales
133,897,926
91,500,213
521,368,963
68,469,395
162.243,335
203.513,466
9,032,627
46.446,818
35,656,876
266,028,211
1,538,157.830

Source: Taxable Sales by Virginia Counties and Cities, 1996
INFRASTRUCTURE
WATER
Water is generally plentiful and available for residential, commercial and industrial use
throughout the region's counties, city and towns. Service is provided by public service
authorities, local governments, and privately owned, independent water companies. The water
rates vary greatly by jurisdiction. Table 16 describes the water supply systems operating in the
region in 1993.
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Table 16, Water Supplies in the Fredericksburg Region

MNGD

Caroline

Service
Provider
Caroline County

Water
Source
5 wells

Milford Sanitary Dist.

2 wells
1 well

Town of Bowling Green
King George County
King George Service Authority
King George County
Spotsylvania Spotsylvania County *
Stafford
Stafford County
Fredericksburg City of Fredericksburg

7 deep wells
1 deep well
1 reservoir
2 reservoirs
Rapp. River

M1GD***1
MG
Supply Treatment Storage
Capacity Capacity Capacity
0.63
N/A
0.5

.0.17

N/A

0.4

N/A

1.186
4.0
12.0
**

6.0
11.0
6.0

Current
Volume
ofUse
0.14

0.1
0.3

0.138

461,000

308.594

4.95
13.0
4.5

3.8
4.5
2.5

0.03

Sources: City of Fredericksburg and Counties of Caroline, King George. Spotsylvania and
Stafford Depts. of Utilities and/or Public Works.
*
**
***

Spotsylvania purchases an average of 1.2 MG of water from the City of Fredericksburg daily.
Capacity has yet to be determined due to minimum in-stream flow requirements.
Millions of Gallons Per Day

NATURAL GAS
Natural gas is available throughout the region with the exception of King George County. All
areas are franchised by Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc.. Gas supplies and capacity is arranged
through Transcontinental Gas Pipeline and Columbia Gas Transmission. The typical rating for
gas in the Fredericksburg region averages 1,035 per MCF. Gas service throughout the region is
certainly the more desirable option from a business development standpoint.

ELECTRIC POWER
Electric power is supplied to the counties, cities, and towns in the region by three different
distributors. These distributors purchase all of their electricity from Virginia Power. Single- and
3-phase. 60 cycle service is available in primary and secondary voltages throughout the entire
District. Adequate electric power is essential for the continued growth expected in this region.
A coal-fired cogeneration power plant in King George County is about to go "on-line" and
provide additional power to our area and the Northern Neck region of the State.

TELEPHONE
Telecommunication services. WATS line service, fiber optics, teleprinter services. and other
services required by business and industry are available in most areas by independent providers.
Cellular mobile phone service is also provided by several independent suppliers.
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SEWER
As Table 17 indicates, the region has several sewer systems. The Counties of Caroline.
Spotsylvania, and Stafford, as well as the City of Fredericksburg, maintain their own sewage
treatment plants to provide sewer service to the majority of their residents. The King George
County Service Authority operates the public facilities in the county. Additionally, most
counties have private, on-site disposal systems.
Table 17, Sewage Systems in the Fredericksburg Region

MGD

Caroline

Service
Number of
Provider
Facilities
Caroline County
1
Town of Bowling Green
I

Spotsylvania

King George County
Service Authority
Spotsylvania County*

Stafford

Stafford County

King George

FredericksburgCity of Fredericksburg

3
3
1
2
*1

MGD

Treatment Design Current Connections
Capacity Capacity
Use
Served
Adv'anced
0.5
0.14
26 mostly
Advanced
0.125
0.07
428
Advanced
400.000 263.000
Primary
Lagoon
Advanced
10.54
5.05
12.784
Secondary
0.225
0.2
Advanced
10.0
5.0
13.500
Advanced
Secondary
4.5
1.4
5,400

Sources: City of Fredericksburg and Counties of Caroline. King George, Spotsylvania and
Stafford Depts. of Utilities and/or Public Works.
* 1.0 Reserve capacity in Spotsylvania's FMC plant

SOLID WASTE
Three of the five localities in the region manage their own solid waste. Stafford County and the
City of Fredericksburg have joined together to operate a joint facility. All of the jurisdictions
operate and maintain their own land filling operations, including drop-off sites for their residents.
Additionally, recycling programs have been established in each county, with curbside pick-up in
the City of Fredericksburg.
Caroline County is currently reviewing proposals for a new landfill. King George County has
recently approved a major new landfill and will accept solid waste from other localities. These
small communities face an especially heavy financial burden to meet new standards of landfill
construction and operation.
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FREDERICKSBURG REG)NALALLIANCE

199849 MARKETING PLAN

MISSION:
The Fredericksburg Regional Alliance is a public/private economic development
marketing partnership responsible for attracting new business and industry to the City of
Fredericksburg, and Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania and Stafford Counties. The
Alliance was created to aggressively promote this dynamic region on a national and
intemational level, and provide comprehensive demographic and economic information
to CEO's, presidents, corporate real estate executives, facility planners and site
selection consultants.
The Alliance facilitates the initial site selection process by working with various
community groups, agencies, organizations, and institutions to provide a single,
confidential source of contact for prospects. The Alliance obtains extensive project
information from prospects, disseminates this information to regional localities, and
submits project-specific proposals for prospect review. Once a regional locality has
been targeted by the prospect the Alliance will continue to provide project support as
-sede:

GOALS:
Stimulate and diversify the regional economy, increase the tax base, and provice
employment opportunities for residents by attracting new, expanding and relocatirg
business &Industry.

OBJECTIVES:
e

Create a positive, pro business image of the region.

* Place Information Into the hands of corporate and site selection deision-makers
positioning the region as a profit center.
* Generate leads, identify prospects, obtain project information, and disseminate
project information to regional localities.
a Submit locality project proposals and regional information to prospects.

* Coordinate prospect visits and facilitatesite/building Inspectionswith localities.
* Provide assistance to convince prospects to locate their project in our region.
PAGE1
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TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS:
* Office/Information-based service sector operations;
" Technology and research &development firms;
a Advanced manufacturing, production &assembly companies;

OFFICE-BASED/INFORMATION SERVICE
BACKGROUND
Office-based operations or "information-based service sector" operations as they
are commonly known include both profit and non-profit remote, regional or back office
facilities. Services provided by these groups are Information and data processing (input
and retrieval) customer service/call centers, credit authorization and collection,
telemarketing, claims adjudication, mail order sales and fulfillment, payroll and
accounting.
Types of industries by SIC are:
1.
2
3
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.

Periodicals Publishing
Books Publishing
Miscellaneous Publishing
Mall Order Houses
Direct Selling Establishments
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate
Business Services
Membership Organizations
Administrative/Auxi iary

272
273
274
5961
5963
60-67
73
86

* Construction

15-17

* Manufacturing
* Transportation/Communications
* Wholesale Trade (Except Mail Order
&Direct Selling
* Retail Trade
* Services (Except Business
&Membership)

20-39
40-49
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50-51
52-59
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TRENDS
Since the late 70's there has been a strong national and international corporate
movement underway for companies to be restructured, acquired, merged, divested and
consolidated. The formation of new "mega" corporations" has led to a need to now
become more competitive. Corporations are decentralizing and relocating nonessential, labor-intensive telecommunications service operations to more cost-effective
and productive areas.

SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
* An available, skilled and productive labor force, with selectivity ratios of over 10:1
* Lower payroll costs.
* Advanced telecommunications with high speed, high capacity digitallfiber
infrastructure and Points of Presence (POP's) to provide fast, efficient service and
keep pace with changing technology.
* Office parks and business centers with lower space costs and aesthetic covenants,
Class A/B stand alone office space, or former retail/adaptive reuse space.
* Close proximity to a major airport (within a 1-hour drive).
* A desirable, safe and affordable quality of life for attracting, recruiting and retainirg
key employees.

STRATEGY
The Commonwea th of

giria s Oppounry Ranan

tne VirginiaEconc

Development Partnership (VEDP) has identified labor-intensive telecommunications
operations and service industries as offering future growth potential. Relocating and
expanding office-based companies will compare our region with areas In surrounding
states and within the Commonwealth to locate their facilities. Companies typically utilize
high unemployment as the initial cut-off criteria in the site selection process. The
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance now has the comprehensive "Labor Market Analysis
of the Fredericksburg Region" and an executive-level "Workforce" brochure to valldate
our suitability as a location for office-basedlinformation service sector operations. The
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance, as a prime marketing objective, will utilize a variety o*
methods to place the positive findings of the labor market analysis and the success T
existing office based operations directly into the hands of corporate decision-makers
and site selection consultants.
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TECHNOLOGY/RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

&
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BACKGROUND
The high technology/research &development sector includes businesses involved
in manufacturing and research In aerospace semiconductors, computers and software,
biotechnology, energy, medical products, instrumentation, robotics, electronics and
telecommunications.
Types of industries by SIC are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Chemicals and Allied Products
28
Miscellaneous Plastic Products
3079
Glass Containers
3221
Non-Metallic Mineral Products
3229
Machinery, Except Electrical
35
Electrical and Elect-onic Equipment
36
& Supplies
Transportation Equipment
37
Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling
Instruments
38
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 39
Transportation and Communication
40
Governmental Services
67
Educational Services
68
Miscellaneous Services
69

TRENDS
The high technology sector continues to offer strong, high-growth opportunities.
Since 1990, 40% of all high-tech manufacturers increased employment. While smaller,
more mobile companies (under 500 employees) created 23% of all new positions.
Across the board forecasting maintains that these growth trends will continue.
However, the accelerated pace of new technology-related product development and its
increasing costs of research and production is mandating new corporate partnerships
involving many different companies, across many different industries. In addition, the
competition for the limited scientific/engineering/technical workforce has never been
greater, forcing companies to offer employees a "lifestyle" location and high wages.
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SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
* An available scientffic/technlcal workforce with sophisticated engineering and
technology training and advanced degree programs.
* Access to key technology/R&D centers, such as the Northern Virginia/Washingtci
region; proximity to the formation of new high technology industry, such as Virgnia's
semiconductor industry; or government/military activities, such as the Naval Surface
Warfare Center-Dahlgren Division.
* Advanced telecommunications for the simultaneous, high capacity transmission of
voice, data and video.
* Image oriented technology/R&D parks to encourage clustering, with aesthetic
covenants and competitively priced office/research/production space.
* Availability of technology support services, such as computer and equinmen repir
facilities, materials testing labs, and technology/research supplies.
a Dependable electric power, and the availability of natural gas and water
* Close proximity to a major airport (within a 1-hour drive).
* A desirable, safe and affordable quality of life, with strong recreational and cu tural
activities, to attract and retain key scientific/engineering/technical personel

STRATEGY
The Commonwealth of Virginia has targeted oiotechnology, electronics and otner
high technology industries as offering growth potential- However, state/regional/locallevel technology/research & development incentive programs, which include venture
(seed) capital, creative/specialized financing options, technology incubators, and hightech business support services, will need to be developed to attract new technology
interest and investment. The Fredericksburg Region will need to create a technology
park to encourage clustering and develop a technology-oriented higher education,
training and workforce environment.
Positioning the region as a technology/R&D location and identifying and recruiting
prospects for a proposed technology park will be the specific objectives of the
technology/research &development marketing effort.
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING,
ASSEMBLY & PRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
The advanced manufacturing sector Includes "high-end, precision, techno'cgydriven" production and assembly operations.
Contemporary manufacturing is
undergoing major changes centered on the increased use of technology. Automation.
(CAD/CAM/CIM), flexible manufacturing and "just in time"
robotics, computers
manufacturing are creating the prototypes for the 'faclor es of the future.
Types of Industries by SIC are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Food and Kindred Products
Printing, Publishing and Allied Products
Chemicals and Allied Products
(Pharmaceuticals)
Plastic Products
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Machinery
Electrical and Electronic Machinery
Transportation Equipment
Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling
Instruments
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries

21
27
28
30
32
34
35
36
37
38
39

TRENDS
The changes occurring in manufacturing are allowing companies to be extremely
mobile. This mobility, coupled with a national, if not international, shortage of skilled
labor and the demands of the marketplace are among several factors contributing to the
current "fast track" relocation decision timelines and "leasing" market. Demand for
existing, shell, or speculative industrial buildings, coupled with available labor, are
driving relocations,
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SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
* Available, quality-orented, technically skilled Industrial labor

* Upscale industrial parks with aesthetic covenants and available land fo expans cr.
* Competitively priced existing or speculative" manufacturinglassemblyz:Jfoespace.
a Dependable and competitively priced electric power, natural gas and water
*

A strategic location to reach major markets, with a sophisticated transpcrtation
iVfrastrLcture ant a variety of shipping options.

STRATEGY
If the Fredericksburg Region is :o remain competitive in attracting new industrial

investment, ongoing programs of speculative building development must be initiated to
meet the current demands of relocating manufacturing operations. In addition, there
appears to be a very strong regional demand for industrial space from existing business
and industry.
The prme manufacturing marketing objective of the Aliance will be to reach
advanced manufacturing prospects and identify projects that require a more technically
sophisticated, high quality, precsion-oriented, higher paid workforce,
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MARKETING EFFORTS;
1. FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS WITH PROSPECTSI
* MARKETING TRIPS, CALL ACTIVITY, TRADE SHOWS & SPECIAL

EVENTS
Implement an aggressive schedule of outreach efforts and special events to contact
corporate decision-makers and site selection consultants.

2. PLACE INFORMATION IN PROSPECT'S HANDS!
*

IMAGE PACKAGE DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGN
Initiate "image package" direct mail campaigns to targeted relocating and expanding
Industry, and as a response to prospect inquiries.

3. UTILIZE REGIONAL BUSINESS & INDUSTRY TO
IDENTIFY AND RECRUIT PROSPECTS!
* EXECUTIVE CONTACT PROJECT
Contact local business and industry executives and recruit them to assist in
marketing our region by informing their industry contacts, vendors and suppliers
about regional location advantages. Supply them with the "image package" to send
to potential prospects.

4. REACH PROSPECTS VISITING THE REGION!
* LOCAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
Disseminate freestanding visual displays to venues reaching corporate prospects or
representatives visiting the region.
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1998-99 MARKETING SCHEDULE

JLAkGu
1) VIRGINIA
BUSINESS
$6,830

SEPTEMBR

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

2) SITE
SELECTION
$5,704

DECEMilER'

JANUARY

3) SITE
SELECTION
$5,704

Paoi)tility

913198

AICll¶i

4) SITE
SELECTION
$3,584

APRIL

MA+V

*l

5) SITE
SELECTION
$5,470

TRADE
JOURNAL
$27,526

1) SEMICONWEST
FOLLOW-UP
$3,000
DIRECT

3) CONSULTANTS
& REAL ESTATE
EXECUTIVES
$600

4) FOLLOW-UP
$3,000

5) FOLLOW-UP
$3,000

2+.I

MAIL

TRADE

1) SEMICONWEST
SANFRANCISCO,
CA
$2,150

-

si2,Ro0D A3.ooO

snows
$2,150

1) IDRC
MID-ATLANTIC
CHAPTER
$60
MEETINGS

2) NACORE
EXPOSITION&
SYMPOSIUM
CHICAGO, IL
$1,800

3) IDRC
WORLDCONGRESS
SAN ANTONIO, TX
$2,100

4) IDRC
MID-ATLANTIC
CHAPTER
FRA
$60.00

5)-IDRC
WORLD CONGRESS
BOSTON,MA
$2,100

$6,120

1)

NEW YORK
$1,000

2) PHILADELPHIA
$1,500

2)BOSTON
COMPANY CALLS

MARKETING

$1,000

&

MISSIONS

CALL
ACTIVITY

1)

SPECIAL
EVENTS

s6,200

vSEMINCON

WEST EXEC.
LUNCHEON
$500.00

2)IDRC
MID-ATLANTIC
CHAPTER
GOLF
SPONSORSHIP
$200

3 REPORT TO
TOP MGMT.
$500
4) VIRGINIA TEAM
IDRC
WORLD CONGRESS
SAN ANTONIO, TX
$500
I$500

5) IDRC
MID-ATLANTIC
CHAPTER MTG
FREDERICKSBURG
$3,000
HOST EVENT

6) VA NIPPON
CLASSIC
$1,000
TBD
7) VIRGINIA TEAM
BOSTON IDRC
WORLD CONGRESS

JUNE
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5. KEEP OUR NAME IN FRONT OF PROSPECTS!
* TRADE JOURNAL MEDIA
Continue placement of the new :rade jornal ad in Sie Selecor aid Vrginia
Business publcations,

6. PROVIDE PROSPECTS WITHINSTANTANEOUS

INFORMATION!
*

INTERNET PAGE
Continue to provide comprehensive "electronic" regional information for prospects
and consultants via the Internet from the Alliance web site at www.fra-va.org.

7. GIVE PROSPECTS INFORMATION THEY NEEDI
*

REGIONAL DATAFILE
Continue to update the regional datafile to provide comprehensive information.

* SITE, BUILDING, & OFFICE SPACE DATABASE
Provide extensive, accurate, loca'ity-updated information on regional real estate
availability: sites, parks, industrial facilities, office buildIngs and office space.
* MAJOR EMPLOYER DIRECTORY & DATABASE
Mantaln a major employer directory and database on regional vendors and
suppliers of products and services to relocating or expanding business & Industry.

8. TELL OUR STORYANYTIME, ANYWHERE!
* MULTIMEDIA PROSPECT PRESENTATION
Develop a sophisticated regional presentation in several media formats.
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FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE
1997-98 Budget Overview
97-98

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

RADCO
Localities
Investor Campaign
Miscellaneous
Unexpended/Carry Over
TOTAL

97-98

98-99

APPROVED
$ 144.000.00
$
$ 100,000.00
$
$
70,556.69

AS OF 5-31-98
$
90,936.00
$
$
75,000.00
$
$
70,557.00

$

$

314,556.69

3
$
$

PROPOSED
50,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00

S

236,493.00

S

-

I. INCOME

9/3/98

$

CONFIDENTIAL

250,000.00

II. EXPENSES

1. Personnel
2. Office Operations
3. Memberships, Dues & Subscriptions
4. Miscellaneous
TOTAL:

97-98

97-98

APPROVED
S 120.000.00
$
20,000.00
$
4,000.00
$
S 144,000.00

AS OF 5-31-98
S
68,658.64
S
13,071.28
S
1,875.00
$
2,727.16
S
86,332.08

B. MARKETING

98-99
S
S
S
S
S

PROPOSED
120,000.00
28,000.00
2,000.00
-

A. ADMINISTRATION

150,000.00

97-98

97-98

APPROVED
$
9,500.00
$
5,500.00
$
5,000.00
$
24,000.00
$
10,530.00
S
13,500.00
$
5,500.00
$
25,500.00
$
13,500.00
$
7,500.00
S
11,500.00
$

AS OF 5-31-98
$
5,430.00
$
3,814.61
$
3,512.50
$
15,446.20
$
$
13,500.00
$
1,500.00
$
15,692.10
$
6,010.00
S
3,798.12
$
3,311.60
$
-

13. Executive Contact Project
14. Local Outreach Program

$
$

$
$

-

15. Site, Building & Office Space Database
16. Community Presentation and Photography
TOTAL:

$
$
$

$
$
$

C. PROSPECT DEVELOPMENT, TRADE

97-98
APPROVED
$
4,000.00
S
10,000.00
$
14,000.00

97-98
AS OF 5-31-98
$
2,387.43
$
7,766.67
$
10,154.10

98-99
PROPOSED
$
10,000.00
S
28.000.CS
38,0CC

97-98

97-98
AS OF 5-31-98
$
7,825.20

98-99
PROPOSED
$
5,000.C

5,026.69

$

S

;;; ' '

S

SHOWS, MEETINGS & CALL ACTIVITY

1. Prospect Development
2. Marketing Trips, Call Activity & Trade Shows
TOTAL:
D. FUNDRAISING
1. Fundraising Events, P.R., and Brochure
2. Miscellaneous
TOTAL:

TOTAL:

10,000.00
10,000.00
151,530.00

APPROVED
$
5,026.69
$

S
S
S
S
S
S

PROPOSED
1,000.00
6,000.00
22,000.00

S
$
S
$

6,000.00
13,000.00
1,500.00

S
S

1,500.00
5,000.00

1,000.00
S
73,015.13 S

1,000.00
57,000.00

7,825.20
1 -32.z- .

'o:

5,000.C- ,-] ,

-

Internet Page
LogoNisual Identity/Business Package
Trade Journal Ad
Trade Journal Media
Workforce Study
Workforce Study Executive Brochure
Workforce Study Production
Image Brochure
Profile
Datafile
Direct Mail Campaign
Major Employer Directory & Database

$

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

98-99

July 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

Semicon/West
San Francisco, CA
7/13-17

Trade Show

Semicon Executive

Luncheon

Wayne Sterling
Bob Gibson
Rick Richardson
Tom Kincaid
Terry Lentz
Colleen Smith
Heather Massey
Nancy Chancier
EllenTempleton

Luncheon
San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art
7/15

Minnesota
Marketing Mission
Minneapolis and St.
Paul
7/27-31

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON
COLLEEN SMITH

Semiconductor Trade
Show. Virginia representatives to walk
show floor.

HEATHER MASSEY

Luncheon for executive
staff of targeted semiconductor companies.

Katherine Eason

Marketing Mission

Ann Broadwater
Katherine Eason
George Anas
Tracy Tynan

COMMENTS

Participation registration
is already completed for
this show.
DEBBIE KURTZ

Participating Allies nave
already been notified.

August 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE
International
Woodworking Fair
Atlanta, GA
8/20-23

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

Trade Show

Liz Povar
Nina Goodwyn

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON
COLLEEN SMITH

COMMENTS
Virginia Team Show.
Participants must be
members of the
Virginia Team.
Please call
Jack Davenport at
804-634-9400 to
receive membership
information.
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September 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE
IMTS- International
Manufacturing

VEOP STAFF

Trade Show

Katherine Eason
Greg Kelly
Colleen Smith
Nina Goodwyn

COLLEEN SMITH

Marketing Mission

Jerry Broadway
Cami MacDonald
Pam Lecheler
George Anas

DEBBIE KURTZ

TechnologyShow
Chicago,IL
9/9-16

New York
Marketing Mission
Long Island, New York
City and surrounding
boroughs
9/14-18

VEOP CONTACT
PERSON

TYPE OF EVENT

COMMENTS
Virginia Team Show.
Participants must be
members of the
Virginia Team.
Please call Jack
Davenport at
804-634-9400 to receive
membership information.
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October 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

VEOP CONTACT
PERSON

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

NACORE Conference
and Exhibit
Chicago, IL
10/4-7

Conference/
Trade Show

Mike Sexton
Rick Richardson

COLLEEN SMITH

Northern New
Jersey Marketing

Marketing Mission

Nancy Chancier
Ellen Templeton
Phil Tuning
Terry Lentz

DEBBIE KURTZ

Trade Show

Colleen Smith
Pam Lecheler
Mike Lehmkuhler
Christian Hager
Hans Schetelig

COLLEEN SMITH

Wayne Sterling
Bob Gibson
George Harben
Anna McKean
Greg Kelly
Nina Goodwyn
Colleen Smith

COLLEEN SMITH
HEATHER MASSEY

Mission
Newarkand
surrounding areas
10/19-23
K '98
DOsseldorf, Germany
10/22-29

IDRC Fall World
Congress
San Antonio, TX
10/31-11/4

Conference/
Hospitality Event

COMMENTS
National Association of
Corporate Real Estate
Executives 25th Annual
Conference. VEDP to
attend conference and
exhibit. Allies wishing
participate should also
register separately for
the conference.

International Plastics
Show held every
three years.
Virginia planning to
walk the show and host
hospitality event.
IDRC Virginia Team
event.
Team to host a
hospitality event during
conference.
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November 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

TYPE OF EVENT

VEDP STAFF

'EDP CONTACT
PERSON

COMMENTS

SEUS-Korea

Conference

Wayne Sterling

HEATHER MASSEY

Virginia to host

Conference
Williamsburg, VA
11/7-9

Bob Gibson

conference for 300

Andy Flores
Tom Kincaid
Rick Richardson

participants.
Anyone who has not

Heather Massey

already registered and

Tony Smith

would like to participate

Debbie Kurtz
Colleen Smith
Jill Lawrence

in the conference as a
delegate, please contact
Jackie Loving at

Julie Gibbons

(804) 371-8179.

Rita McClenny
Lisa Perry
Greg Kelly
Kristin Dervishian

Jackie Loving
Tracy Tynan
Terry Lentz
Rick McGeorge
Sue Bland
Pam Jewell
Pack Expo

Trade Show

Nina Goodwyn

Chicago, IL

George Anas

11/8-12

Brent Sheffler

Missouri Marketing
Mission
St. Louis and
surrounding areas

Marketing Mission

Ann Broadwater
Katherine Eason
Liz Povar
Rick McGeorge

COLLEEN SMITH

VEDP to walk the

show.
DEBBIE KURTZ

11/16-20
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December 1998
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

TYPE OF EVENT

VEDP STAFF

Pennsylvania

Marketing Mission

Keith Boswell
Greg Kelly
Mike Sexton
Cami MacDonald

Marketing Mission
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and surrounding areas plus
Cherry Hill &Camden,
New Jersey.

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON

COMMENTS

DEBBIE KURTZ

11/30- 12/4
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January 1999
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE
3rd Annual
Japanese Executive

VEOP STAFF

Seminar/ Luncheon

Wayne Sterling
Bob Gibson
Terry Lentz
Matt Sato
Tracy Tynan
Nina Goodwyn

HEATHER MASSEY

Marketing Mission

George Anas
Cami MacDonald
Ellen Templeton
Terry Lentz

DEBBIE KURTZ

Forum
New York,NY
1/19

Southern California
Marketing Mission
Los Angeles and
San Diego

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON

TYPE OF EVENT

COMMENTS
Event date selected
from responses to a
survey by Japanese
participants.
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February 1999
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE
CTIA Wireless '99
New OrleansLA
2/8-10

TYPE OF EVENT

VEDP STAFF

Trade Show

Ellen Templeton
Nancy Chancier
Colleen Smith

VEOP CONTACT
PERSON
COLLEEN SMITH

COMMENTS
ITT industry trade
show.
Virginia to exhibit and
host hospitality Event.

Ohio Marketing
Mission
Columous, Cinncinati
and Cleveland areas
2/22-26

Marketing Mission

Keith Boswell
Katherine Eason
Liz Povar
Ann Broadwater
Rick Richardson

DEBBIE KURTZ

Neocon'99
Anaheim, CA
2/23-25

Trade Show

Anna McKean
Nancy Chancier
Colleen Smith

COLLEEN SMITH

Virginia Team Show.
Electronics packaging
trade show.
Participants must be
members of the
Virginia Team.
Please call
Jack Davenport 804634-9400 to receive
membership information.

March 1999
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

TYPE OF EVENT

VEDP STAFF

SAE (Society of
Automotive
Engineers)
Detroit. MI
3/1-5

Trade Show

Phil Tuning
Mike Lehmkuhler
Nina Goodwyn

California Marketing
Mission
San Jose and San
Francisco
3/22-26

Marketing Mission

IT&T Event

Special Event

United Kingdom
Marketing Mission
3/29-4/3

Marketing Mission

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON
COLLEEN SMITH

COMMENTS
Automotive industry
trade show.
Virginia to exhibit and
host hospitality event.

Anna McKean
Ellen Templeton
Nancy Chancier
Tom Kincaid
Debbie Kurtz

DEBBIE KURTZ

HEATHER MASSEY
Rick McGeorge
Christian Hager
Hans Schetelig

Special event TBD.

DEBBIE KURTZ
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April 1990
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

VEOP CONTACT
PERSON

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

Texas Marketing
Mission
Dallas, Ft. Worth and
Houston
4/19-23

Marketing Mission

Ann Broadwater
Mike Sexton
Katherine Eason
Tracy Tynan

DEBBIE KURTZ

Hannover Fair
Hannover, Germany
4/19-24

Trade Show

Mike Lehmkuhler
Christian Hager
Hans Schetelig
Pam Lecheler
Colleen Smith

COLLEEN SMITH

COMMENTS

International Industrial
Manufacturing trade
show.
VEDP to exhibit and
host reception.
Virginia to partner with
Area Development
Magazine. Economic
Development organizations participating in this
show are required to
advertise in the ma
zine's special shov
edition. Location L

Interghex '99
New York, NY
4/20-22

Trade Show

Keith Boswell
Nina Goodwyn
Rick McGeorge

COLLEEN SMITH

Pharmaceutical trade
show. VEDP to exhibit
and host event.

IDRC Spring World

Conference/
Hospitality Event

Wayne Sterling
Bob Gibson
George Harben
Greg Kelly
Anna McKean
Heather Massey
Colleen Smith

COLLEEN SMITH
HEATHER MASSEY

IDRC Virginia Team.
Team to host hospitality
event during onference.

Congress
Boston. MA
4/24-28

May 1999
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE

VEDP CONTACT
PERSON

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

Canada Marketing
MISSion
Toronto and Ottawa
5/3-7

Marketing Mission

Brent Sheffler
Phil Tuning
Cami Mac Donald
Jerry Broadway
Debbie Kurtz

DEBBIE KURTZ

Blainternational
Seattle, WA
5/16-20

Conference/Trade
Show

Keith Boswell
Colleen Smith

COLLEEN SMITH

COMMENTS

Biotechnology trade
show and conference.
Virginia to attend conference, exhibit and
host event.

IllInois and

Marketing Mission

Wisconsin
Marketing Mission
Chicago and
Milwaukee
5/17-21
Consultant Outreach

Greg Kelly
Liz Povar
Mike Sexton
Terry Lentz

Special Event

DEBBIE KURTZ

HEATHER MASSEY

Event TBD.

HEATHER MASSEY

Morning business conference and afternoon
golf tournament honoring Japanese investment in Virginia.

Event
Virginia Nippon
Classic
Location and Date TBD

Event

Wayne Sterling
Bob Gibson
Terry Lentz
Tracy Tynan
Cami MacDonald
Greg Kelly
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June 1999
ACTIVITY
LOCATION/DATE
New York Marketing
Mission
Long Island. NY City
and surrounding
boroughs
6/14-18

TYPE OF EVENT

VEOP STAFF

Marketng Mission

Jerry Broadway
Ann Broadwater
George Anas
Rick McGeorge

VEOP CONTACT
PERSON

COMMENTS

DEBBIE KURTZ
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September 3,1998

Fredericksburg
Regional Alliance
VIRGINIAS PROFIT CENTER

TO:

-Gene Bailey, Stafford County
-Jill Barr, Caroline County
-Kathy Beard, City of Fredericksburg

e counge

-Deborah Sanders, Spotsylvania County
-Gail Clayton, King George County
-Stephen Manster, RADCO

-Wayne Hicks, SB&A
FROM:

Myles Stempin

SUBJECT: 1998-99 Marketing Plan "draft'

P.O. Box
512 Lafayette B<
Fredericksburg, VA 224
540.899.4847
1.800.627.2892
FAX 540.899.48

DRAFT

Marketing Plan

Fredericksburg
Regional Alliance
VIRGINIAS PROFIT CENTER

City of Fredericksburg * Carolne County * King George County
*Spotsylvania County *Stafford County

n

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

MISSION:
The Fredericksburg Regional Alliance is a public/private economic development
marketing partnership responsible for attracting new business and industry to the City of
Fredericksburg, and Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania and Stafford Counties. The
Alliance was created to aggressively promote this dynamic region on a national and
international level, and provide comprehensive demographic and economic information
to CEO's, presidents, corporate real estate executives, facility planners and site
selection consultants.
The Alliance facilitates the initial site selection process by working with various
community groups, agencies, organizations, and institutions to provide a single,
confidential source of contact for prospects. The Alliance obtains extensive project
information from prospects, disseminates this information to regional localities, and
submits project-specific proposals for prospect review. Once a regional locality has
been targeted by the prospect, the Alliance will continue to provide project support as
needed.

GOALS:
-

Stimulate and diversify the regional economy, increase the tax base, and provide
employment oppor++
business & indut'

OBJECTIVES:
*

Create a positive, pro business image of the reg or

*

Place information into the hands of corporate ana se sec:Ion decision-maKers
positioning the region as a profit center

*

Generate leads, identify prospects, colain project information, and disseninate
project information to regional localities.

*

Submit locality project proposals and regional information to prospects.

*

Coordinate prospect visits and facilitate site/building inspections with localities.

*

Provide assistance to convince prospects to locate their project in our region.
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FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

TARGET INDUSTRY SECTORS:
*
*
*

Office/information-based service sector operations;
Technology and research & development firms;
Advanced manufacturing, production & assembly companies;

OFFICE-BASED/INFORMATION SERVICE
BACKGROUND
Office-based operations or "information-based service sector" operations as they
are commonly known include both profit and non-profit remote, regional or back office
facilities. Services provided by these groups are information and data processing (input
and retrieval) customer service/call centers, credit authorization and collection,
telemarketing, claims adjudication, mail order sales and fulfillment, payroll and
accounting.
Types of industries by SIC are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Periodicals Publishing
Books Publishing
Miscellaneous Publishing
Mail Order Houses
Direct Selling Establishments
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate
Business Services
Membership Organizations
Administrative/Auxiliary
* Construction
* Manufacturing
* Transportation/Communications
* Wholesale Trade (Except Mail Order
& Direct Selling
* Retail Trade
* Services (Except Business
& Membership)

272
273
274
5961
5963
60-67
73
86
15-17
20-39
40-49
50-5
52-5
70-8b

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

TRENDS
Since the late 70's there has been a strong national and international corporate
movement underway for companies to be restructured, acquired, merged, divested and
consolidated. The formation of new "mega" corporations" has led to a need to now
become more competitive.
Corporations are decentralizing and relocating nonessential, labor-intensive telecommunications service operations to more cost-effective
and productive areas.

SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
*
*
*

*
*
*

An available, skilled and productive labor force, with selectivity ratios of over 10:1.
Lower payroll costs.
Advanced telecommunications with high speed, high capacity digital/fiber
infrastructure and Points of Presence (POP's) to provide fast, efficient service and
keep pace with changing technology.
Office parks and business centers with lower space costs and aesthetic covenants,
Class A/B stand alone office space, or former retail/adaptive reuse space.
Close proximity to a major airport (within a 1-hour drive).
A desirable, safe and affordable quality of life for attracting, recruiting and retaining
key employees.

STRATEGY
The Commonwealth of Virginia's Opportunity Plan and the Virginia Economic
Development Partnership (VEDP) has identified labor-intensive telecommunications
operations and service industries as offering future growth potential. Relocating and
expanding office-based companies will compare our region with areas in surrounding
states and within the Commonwealth to locate their facilities. Companies typically utilize
high unemployment as the initial cut-off criteria in the site selection process. The
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance now has the comprehensive "Labor Market Analysis
of the Fredericksburg Region" and an executive-level "Workforce" brochure to validate
our suitability as a location for office-based/information service sector operations. The
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance, as a prime marketing objective, will utilize a variety of
methods to place the positive findings of the labor market analysis and the success of
existing office based operations directly into the hands of corporate decision-makers
and site selection consultants.

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

TECHNOLOGY/RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

&

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

BACKGROUND
The high technology/research & development sector includes businesses involved
in manufacturing and research in aerospace, semiconductors, computers and software,
biotechnology, energy, medical products, instrumentation, robotics, electronics
and
telecommunications.
Types of industries by SIC are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13

Chemicals and Allied Products
Miscellaneous Plastic Products
Glass Containers
Non-Metallic Mineral Products
Machinery, Except Electrical
Electrical and Electronic Equipment
& Supplies
Transportation Equipment
Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling
Instruments
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
Transportation and Communication
Governmental Services
Educational Services
Miscellaneous Services

28
3079
3221
322"
35
3

3?
37
4(0
67
68
69

TRENDS
The high technology sector continues to offer strong, high-growth opportunities.
Since 1990, 40% of all high-tech manufacturers increased employment. While smaller.
more mobile companies (under 500 employees) created 23% of all new positions.
Across the board forecasting maintains that these growth trends will continue.
However, the accelerated pace of new technology-related product development and its
increasing costs of research and production is mandating new corporate partnerships
involving many different companies, across many different industries. In addition, the
competition for the limited scientific/engineering/technical workforce has never been
greater. forcing companies to offer employees a "lifestyle" location and high wages.
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FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
*

An available scientific/technical workforce with sophisticated engineering
and
technology training and advanced degree programs.
* Access to key technology/R&D centers, such as the Northern Virginia/Washington
region; proximity to the formation of new high technology industry, such as Virginia's
semiconductor industry; or government/military activities, such as the Naval Surface
Warfare Center-Dahlgren Division.
* Advanced telecommunications for the simultaneous, high capacity transmission
of
voice, data and video.
* Image oriented technology/R&D parks to encourage clustering, with
aesthetic
covenants and competitively priced office/research/production space.
* Availability of technology support services, such as computer and equipment
repair
facilities, materials testing labs, and technology/research supplies.
* Dependable electric power, and the availability of natural gas and water.
* Close proximity to a major airport (within a 1-hour drive).
* A desirable, safe and affordable quality of life, with strong recreational and
cultural
activities. to attract and retain key scientificengineerina/technical cersonnel

STRATEGY
The Commonwealth of Virginia has targeted biotechnology, electronics and other
high technology industries as offering growth potential. However, state/regional/locallevel technology/research & development incentive programs, which include venture
(seed) capital, creative/specialized financing options, technology incubators, and hightech business support services, will need to be developed to attract new technology
interest and investment. The Fredericksburg Region will need to create a technology
park to encourage clustering and develoo a technoloay-oriented higher education
training and workforce environment.
Positioning the region as a technologyR&D location and identifying and recruiting
prospects for a proposed technology park will be the specific objectives of the
technology/research & development marketing effor
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FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING,
ASSEMBLY & PRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
The advanced manufacturing sector includes "high-end, precision, technologydriven" production and assembly operations.
Contemporary manufacturing is
undergoing major changes centered on the increased use of technology. Automatio'
robotics, computers
(CAD/CAM/CIM), flexible manufacturing and "just in time
manufacturing are creating the prototypes for the "factories of the future."
Types of industries by SIC are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Food and Kindred Products
Printing, Publishing and Allied F
Chemicals and Allied Products
(Pharmaceuticals)
Plastic Products
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Machinery
Electrical and Electronic Machinery
Transportation Equipment
Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling
Instruments
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries

21

30
32
34
35
36
37
38
39

TRENDS
Thec
mobile. This mobility, coupled with a national, if not international, shortage of skilled
labor and the demands of the marketplace are among several factors contributing to the
current "fast track" relocation decision timelines and "leasing" market. Demand for
existing, shell, or speculative industrial buildings coupDed with availab!e !abcr are
driving relocations.

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

SITE SELECTION REQUIREMENTS
*
*
*
*
*

Available, quality-oriented, technically skilled industrial labor.
Upscale industrial parks with aesthetic covenants and available land
for expansion.
Competitively priced existing or "speculative" manufacturing/assembly/production
space.
Dependable and competitively priced electric power, natural gas
and water.
A strategic location to reach major markets, with a sophisticated
transportation
infrastructure and a variety of shipping options.

STRATEGY
If the Fredericksburg Region is to remain competitive in attracting new industrial
investment, ongoing programs of speculative building development must be initiated to
meet the current demands of relocating manufacturing operations. In addition, there
appears to be a very strong regional demand for industrial space from existing business
and industry.
The prime manufacturing marketing objective of the Alliance will be to reach
advanced manufacturing prospects and identify projects that require a more technically
sophisticated, high quality, precision-oriented, higher paid workforce.
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FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

MARKETING EFFORTS:
1. FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS WITH PROSPECTS!
*

MARKETING
EVENTS

TRIPS, CALL ACTIVITY, TRADE SHOWS & SPECIAL

Implement an aggressive schedule of outreach efforts and special events to contact
corporate decision-makers and site selection consultants.

2. PLACE INFORMATION IN PROSPECT'S HANDS!
*

IMAGE PACKAGE DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGN
Initiate "image package" direct mail campaigns to targeted relocating and expanding
industry, and as a response to prospect inquiries.

3. UTILIZE REGIONAL BUSINESS & INDUSTRY TO
IDENTIFY AND RECRUIT PROSPECTS!
*

EXECUTIVE CONTACT PROJECT
Contact local business and industry executives and recruit them to assist in
marketing our region by informing their industry contacts, vendors and suppliers
about regional location advantages. Supply them with the "image package" to send
to potential prospects.

4. REACH PROSPECTS VISITING THE REGION!
*

LOCAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
Disseminate freestanding visual displays to venues reaching corporate prospects or
representatives visiting the region.

FREDERICKSBURG REGIONAL ALLIANCE

1998-99 MARKETING PLAN

5. KEEP OUR NAME IN FRONT OF PROSPECTS!
TRADE JOURNAL MEDIA
Continue placement of the new trade journal ad in Site Selection and Virginia
Business publications.

6. PROVIDE PROSPECTS WITH INSTANTANEOUS
INFORMATION!
*

INTERNET PAGE
Continue to provide comprehensive "electronic" regional information for prospects
and consultants via the Internet from the Alliance web site at www.fra-va.org.

7. GIVE PROSPECTS INFORMATION THEY NEED!
* REGIONAL DATAFILE
Continue to update the regional datafile to provide comprehensive information.
* SITE, BUILDING, & OFFICE SPACE DATABASE
Provide extensive, accurate, locality-updated information on regional real estate
availability: sites, parks, industrial facilities, office buildings and office space.
* MAJOR EMPLOYER DIRECTORY & DATABASE
Maintain a major employer directory and database on regional vendors and
suppliers of products and services to relocating or expanding business & industry.

8. TELL OUR STORYANYTIME, ANYWHERE!
*

MULTIMEDIA PROSPECT PRESENTATION
Develop a sophisticated regional presentation in several media formats.
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Fredericksburg
Regional Alliance
VIRGINIAS PRCFIT CENTER

95
Wahntn D.C.

66

64
Richmond. Va.

63

Fredericksburg, VA 22-

540.899.4847 or 1.800.627.
FAX 540.899.4808
www~ra-vjaorn

